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A study ot the mass transter phenomena in tractional 
distIllation was made. Small leale single slot, single cap 
apparatus was used to obtain the necessary experimental data. 
f.be ma8S transfer coetticient KgA was calculated 
using severel combinations ot liquid and vapor compositions 
in the methanol - water system under static liquid conditions. 
The correlation ahowed that KgA held about constant over the 
entIre range ot concentratIons. 
fne problem ot bubble area was studied and reason-
able estimations ot area, bubble:frequenc1, and time ot rise 
were made. fbis Into~ation i8 to be incorporated into tne 
calculatIon ot the mass transter coefficient for the con-
tinuous procedure. 
'lbe apparatus used in the atatic lIquid experiments 
was modified to permit a continuous procedure with liquid 
flowing across the plate. !}be s tead7 .tate l1quid and vapor 
compositions were determined and Kurphree efficiencies .ere 
ealeula ted. A. tudy ot po.sible methods of calculating the 
ma •• transfer ooe1'f1c1en t Kg trom the available data ••• 
made. 
lliTRO Due rrrON 
I,' 
Distillation is one of the most important and 
widely uaed unit operation. in the field of Chemical Engin-
eering. There are many methods of etfecting a $eparat1on 
-
by d1stl11ati on but normally the process 18 div1ded into two 
large categoriea: the continuous and the batch operations. 
'lhoae may be subdivIded. into the nature of the apparatus, but 
1n both instance. the Industrial des1gner. have turned to a 
pla te column aa a very useful df?;sign. n:te eaIcula tiona for 
th~ deaign of Decessary equipment involves a determination 
·01 the necessary aepara tion trays, or pIa tes as they are 
called. Al though procedures for the calcula t1 on ot the theo-
retical number or stages 1s available, translation ot this 
ftiure into aetual praotice requires an estimation ot plate 
eftielency. 
·1~ri~u.tactor8 that enter into the efficiencies 
ot plates have been studied by many investigators with con-
flIcting results. Nichola (1) summarized the information 
g1 ven 1n the 11 t.-ratUl'"e and augges ted an experimental uni t 
in which some o~ the faotors could be more accura tel,. 8 tudied, 
and McKay (8) deSigned and constructed an experimental unit 
tor thi8 work. The latter alao obtained information on so .. 
ot the hydraulic factors affecting pla te etticiency_ 
Tne pu~po8e ot this investigation is to continue 
the basie reseat'eh and stud,. the influence of mass trana!er 
rates on tbese e.lf!lcleneles. 
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HISTORICAL 
The work of Sorel (3) 8 t the end of the nineteenth 
century provlded the first mathematical approach to a design 
of plate distillation col\lJlUl8. Previous to that time dis-
tillation was practiced, but with little soientific approach. 
Sorel used equilibrium r-elatlonshlps between liquid a.nd vapor 
to obtain a number of plat.s theoretloally necesBary for a 
given separation. Since that time, sch work haa been done 
in an effort to detera1ne the f'acto1'*s tha t flx the ratio of 
the calculated number of theoretical plates to the aotually 
neeessary number, a ratl0 commonly called overall plate 
efficiency_ 
Studies of hydraulic actlon, Including etfects or 
slot heignt, slot width, submergence, liquid path, baftlIng, 
the r-adius of action of bubbles fr('. the slot, turbulence, 
bubble Size, surfaoe area, time of contact, etc., have been 
made by many investigators inoluding Davies (4), Good (5), 
Williams (6), Carey (7), Geddes (8), McKay (2), and Davidson 
(9), and a number ot empirical relationships have been estab-
lished. 1he investigators have established beyond an,. 
reasonable doubt that the hydraulic relationships in thea-
.elvea, although 1.portant~ 8.l*'e not neceslaril,. paramount. 
~., have indicated that even though .indlar hydraulIc 
conditions eXist, plate efficiency may varJ over a wide range. 
Factora of vapor and liquid contact, as entralnment, 
frothing, vapor ratea, plate spacing, and Phyaical properties 
of the syat •• have been studied by Kirschbaum. (10), Peav1 
and Baker (11), O.Connell (12), (14), Colburn (13), and 
Stigger (15), to mention a tew. The relationships developed 
by these investigators 1nd1cates that enrichment i8 based 
upon mass transfer characteristics which 1n turn are depen-
dent upon mutual diffusion rates as well as other physieul con-
ditions. 
The conditions affecting mass transfer forms the 
primary objective for this investigation. Mass transfer Is 
dependent on area, thickness ot stagnant layers, total press-
ure, relative pressure dIfferences, time, and a coefficient 
dependent upon the materials and the interaction, which is 
called the mass transter eoefficient. 
In distillation work, the net condensation of the 
less volatile component trom the vapor wi thin the intertace, 
and the net evaporation of the more volat11e component within 
the intertace takes place almost instantaneously. 
The lIquid and gas films present resistances to the 
tranlter of material, hence the necessity tor the driving 
force which is a direct tunction of the concentration differ-
ences across the tl1ms. 
These phenomena progress as a runctlon of time snd 
do not allow equilibrium to be attained in the short period 
of contact experlenced by a bubble rising through a normal 
liquId volume on a plate • 
. Murphree (23) hal defined a polnt eff1ciency .s the 
ratio ot the change ln gas composition on the plate to the 
change 1n composition correspondIng to attainment of equill-
brium.. 
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Thls ratlo. may be expressed a8: 
(1) 
wheN Em 18 the Murphree polnt eff1cien01 
11 i8 the partial pressure cf entering vapor 
"2 is the partial pressure ef exit vapor 
1* i8 the partial pressure o! gas In equll1brium 
w1 th the liquId. 
In the usual plate construction it 18 commen fer 
the 11quid to. tlow from one side to. the other betore over-
flowlng to. the next plate below. The result 18 someth1ng 
In between a true countercurrent act10n and the a8sumed 
single oontact. and 1 t Is pcs81ble for the average compos.i tlcn 
ef the gas leaving the plate to. be le88 rioh than would 
ocrrespond to. equilibr1 WI. wi th the 11quid leaving the pl1tte 
at one side. Therefore it i8 possible, and net uncommen, 
1'0.1" either the Murphree or the overall plate eff1cienole. to. 
be greater than lO~. 
Gedde8 (8) presented a method using the fl1m COD-
cept to. determine plate efficiency and arrived at equation (2). 




where Em 1, the lccal Murphree efficlency 
k 18 the everall transfer coeffioient. (lb. mcls) 
t i8 the time fer a gas bubble to. rlse threugh 
a fluid, (seoends) 
a is the bubble radius, (feet) 
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Surowiec and Furnas (16) derived an equation 
analagoue to Busselt's work and adapted to maS8 transfer: 
where 
lex, • Bt (-DL' f L f ~:f 1'i:)f ( 3 ) 
T 3~ HP.I...-M-LJ5 
Sf i. a constant 
g i. acceleration due to graVity, tt./(hr.)2 
r 1s peripheral liquid rate, Ib./(hr.)(rt.) of 
wetted perimeter 
DL ls diffuaivlty in sq. ft.!hr. 
~L 1. viscos1ty of liquid, Ib./(hr.)(tt.) 
H i8 column height, teet 
ttl iSlilloleeular wel@l t ot more vola ttle component 
From equation (2) they determined that the resistance waa 
largely In the gas phase, using data obtained from a tower 
wi thout packing. 
Walter and Sherwood (17) 1ndicated a relation between 
the transfer coeftieient and the r3. tio of the slot velocl ty 
to its area. ~eir relation 18 represented by equation (4). 
(4) 
where Em ls the Murpnree efticiency (polnt vapor) 
Kg transrer ece rrieient, lb. mols/{hr.) (a tm.) 
(sQ.. In. slot area) (In. liqu1d depth) 
Asl 1s total slot area/pls. te, (sq. In. ) 
h 1. effective liquid depth, in. 
p is total pressure, ata. 
V is gas rate, lb. mols/hr. 
For equalmolal counter diffusion of two vapors. a 8 
7 




NA is the rate ot di~tusion ot component A, 
g. m.o18/(8eo.) (sq. em.) 
k i8 a constant 
x i. the distance in the direction of diftusion, 
em. 
PAl 1s entering parti,al presBure, a til. 
PA2 is exit partial pressure, atm. 
P Is total presBure, st.. 
Litwin (18) and Taylor and Furnas (19) observed s 
material increase in the mass transfer coefficient when an 
increased surface area 18 exposed to tha liquid. 
Tne lack of agreement among investigators and the 
absence of reliable data on many of the factors involved in 
til ss transfer heve led to this research project and it Is 
hoped that this research will add some clarification to the 
problem. 
8 
mICO HE 'l'I CA L 
BUBBLE CHARACTERISTICS 
Mae8 transter in tractional dis tille tion ia de· 
pendent on, the area of contact, or more specifically the 
area of the bubbles of vapor as they pa8a through the liquid. 
For a long time the bubbles were assumed to be 
.phares. Geddes (8) in bis calculation of plate efficiencies, 
assumes the bubbles to be spberes of radius 
..L 
a • 0" 78 (CT (n + w) ) 3 ( 6 ) 
\ .. ~~ -f'1I 
wbere a 1. bubble radius, teet 
0- is surtace tension, pounds per toot 
"L- is liquid den.it,., pounds per cubic toot 
,\>v i. vapol' d ensi t1, pounds per cubic toot 
w is slot width, teet 
h 1. slot opening, teet 
Photographs included in this thesis establish the 
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tact that bubbles are neither spheres nor anY' regular geometric 
figure. In fact tbey are so irl'egular that it would be 
dlfficult to establish an equivalent 8phere. 
Davldson (9) recognized that the bubbles were not 
sphere8 and measured tbe volume of the bUbbles. From thls he 
calculated the radiue ot a sphere of equal volume as 
a: J l~ : 0.620 v ~ (7) 
where a 1s the bubble radius, em. 
v 18 the bubble volum.e, cc. 
Inasmuch 8S it i8 almost impossible to measure the 
volume of e lingle bubble at even low vapor rates, the only 
way of getting en average volume 1m to measure the total 
volume and attempt to count the number of bubbles formed per 
unit time. Div1ding the two values would give an 8.V6l"sge 
volume. 
To use this method an accurate procedure for 
measuring the bubble frequency must be devised. Eversole. 
Wagner, and Stackhouse (20). working with capillaries, found 
the bubble rrequency practIcally constant at about 53 bubbles 
per second. Davidson (21) attempted to correlate his data 
tor ciroular oritices with the constant frequenoy equation 
where 
(8) 
n ia the bubble frequency, bUbbles/see. 
q 18 the volumetric gas tlow rate, ec/see. 
r 18 the oritiee radius, em. 
Strobosoopic 11gbt has been used to measure frequency but in 
this case the possibili ties of harmonies exis t. 
If the bubbles do attain a constant frequency 8S 
predicted by the literature. any inorease in vapor flow would 
1ncrease the volume ot the bubbles rather than increaSing the 
number of bubbles. '!heratore as the vapor flow ia increased, 
the surface area of the bubble. increase tind this directly 
atfect. the masl transfer coefficient. 
11 
wbere 
Geddes (8) as.ume. the time of contact to be 
t : (mean slot submergencel 
4,aO.37 
(9) 
• is the radius of a sPhere 8S calculated by 
equation (6). 
From the above discussion it ia evident that the 
area ot contact must be approximated and that no accurate 
method of determining this area has been devised. 
DETERMINATIOJf OF MASS TRANSFER COEF'P'ICIENTS BY THE ST~,TIC 
SOLUTION MEmOn 
At any time after the start of an experiment a 
bubbling system may be considered •• a .erie. or bubble. 
existing in more or less vertical position between the 
orifice in the bubble cap and the surface of the liquid, i.e. 
o 
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If these bubble. could be examined as to compOSition, they 
would have partIal pressure of absorbable material, a, varying 
troll. p. (entering) to; Pa (leaving) •. The liquid around the 
bubbles would have be.n partially atfected by the absorbing 
actIon and would therefore be somewhat higher in concentration 
of nan than the bulk of the absorbent, but for each bubble 
this quantI ty would be 8mall, and would furthermore be cO.n-
trolled to a large extent by the kg/kl ratIo. Since the 
distIllation would be at the boiling point, kl i8 probably ot 
relatIvely lIttle significanoe, and 81nee ~e amount of "a" 
in a 8ingle bubble i8 lmall, for caleulation purpose. the 
liquid concentration 18 therefore considered to be constant 
at the average bulk value. 
With the assumed average bulk liquid concentratIon, 
an equIlIbrium p.(llq.) could be evaluated from known data. 
'!his pz-ocedure gIves a l:l p tor material tralUlrer from sa8 to 
lIquid ot (Pa entering - p. liq.) at the bubble cap oritice 
to CPa leaving - p. lIq.) at the sur.face. 
Baalcally the amount ot material tran8ter~~d over 
any parlod of time may be written al 
where 
(10) 
is moles of transferred absorbable material 
KgA 18 mala transfer coefficient in mola/(mln.) 
(A P atrace.) 
e 18 time ot gae transfer to solutIon which i. 
equivalent to a total contact time 01.' the gas 
on a continuous vertical bubble basia. 
Sherwood (22) presentl an equation similar to this, 
equation (4), and a180 tn. type is found In other absorption 





Perry (23) presents the following equations: 
b. po. :: (Pl. - pi) - (Pa .. p;) (11) 
tPl - Pl*' 
'In 
tPa - Pa*' 
L) po. 11 overall log mean~p 
p is partial pressure 
P* is partial pressure of gas which would be ln 
equilibrium wi th liquId 
(1f1L 11 rH 
Jb dB. : V 1 J~dY • VI (Yl - Ya) • K&A Pom.I.J" dH (12) 
Na i8 number of moles of component "a" 
Vi is lb.-m.ola of day inert gas passing throuen 
system 
Y Is composition of gas phase 
Kg i8 overall absorption coefficient, Ib.-mols/ 
(sq. ft.) (hr.) (atm.) 
A 1. aotive surface area, sq. tt. 
APo. i8 overall log mean.6p 
a 18 crosa-seotional area of tower, sq. tt. 
H i8 height of tower, ft. 
In all instances, Pm.an is taken as a log mean driving force, 
and 80, comparably, in t~ia ease 1 t was also assumed to be 
acceptable. 
J w - KgA (AP1-) J £;} ... - (13) 
but from any starting zero concentration, 
w = (mola aolvent)c (14) 
where o 18 concentration in mols of absorbed material/ 
mol solvent. 
14 
(mola solvent) t:~ (15) 
and 8ubsti tutlng.-* (.ols solvent) : XgA(LlPlm). (16) 
It the liquId concentration is obtained as a runo .. 
tion of time of run, ~c oan be evaluated graphlcally, mola 
~ 
or solvent can be controlled, ~Pl.m. can be evaluated trom 
the previous analY8e8, and KgA oan be calculated. It is to 
be noted that thi8 i8 a combination or overall oonstant and 
should be artected b1 mAOJ variables. 
The classieal ana11si~, a8 obtained from the lit-
erature, assumes that a .ingle bubble is followed in its 
travel through a solution and transfer coefficient. are 
evaluated from a unit area ba.is by calculation to an overall 
baa!a. Tbe prooedure indicated bY' the foregoing anal,81s is 
a reverBe mechanism attempted because of the inadequacy ot 
15 
area values and contact times in bubble cap oontact. The 
clas8ical theory a180 assumes both constant vapor volume and 
contact area. Nei ther appear to be admissable in this problem. 
DETERMINATION OF MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS BY mE CONTINUOUS 
PROCEDURE METHOD 
It va.por ot constant composi tion Is passed into a 
8ingle slot bubble capon a pIe. te aero.s which liquid of known 
composltion 1. tlowlng, and an approximate area ot contact 1. 
assumed, a ma.a transfer coefficient mar be caleula ted. 
A gas of known volume en tere the solution a8 a 
bubble which grows on the slot, disengages, and passes up 
through the fluid. 1be a:rea of contact varies from. zero to 
some unknown value Jus t as before the bubble emerges from. 
the slot, the cont~ct area may be s81d to be zero, although 
there i8 some contact between vapor and liquid inside the 
cap. As the bubble is formed a t the slot, it assumes a shape 
resembling a semi-ellipsoid although deviations trom this solid 
are very pronounced at the top 01' the bubble. At a second 
position, midway between the cap and liquid surface, the 
bubble is mushroom shaped and has a volume about the same .s 
at the slot. As an approximati'on, the bubble at this second 
" posi tlon could be said to resemble an obla te spheroid. A 
third distinct bubble position i8 nesr the surface in a two 
inch liquid submergence but t he bubble bas about the aame 
aize and shape as at the second bubble position. 
It the bubbles are assumed to have the shapes in-
dicated, their areas me.yo be calculated from known formulae. 
It 8eems reasonable to use the area at the second bubble po-
81 t! on, assumed to be an oblate spheroid, as an average a.rea 
ot contact. 
'lbe time of contact at the gas - liquid interface 
is unknown, but estimates of this item may be made. IJ:b& shape 
or the bubbles have an effect on the time of rise . such that 
the :-18e of the bubble near the slot i8 faster than a t any 
other position. However through experimental obeervationa, 
an approxima te value of time of riae may be determined. 
The composition of the entering vapor may be ex-
pressed a8 PAl and PSl' both known, or a. comparable fAl 
16 
and YSl- ~8 compositIon of the exit vapor may be approx-
imated by a condensation procedure and may be expressed as 
PA2 and Ps2' or .s 11.2 and 1aa-
Tne composItion or liquid at initial contact i. 
unknown, a1 though the compos1 t10n or ti:.e entering and exi t 
liqu1ds are known but due to the size of the system and 
the rate of vapor flow, these values are rela t1 vely elole 
together. ~U8 eIther an average or tinal l1quid composI-
tion could be used tor reference. 
After a short period of time, the exIt liquid and 
v8.por compositions hold about constant. It ftw" 1I10ls of 
liquid per minute are being passed through the s1stem: 
where 
(17) 
w is liquid flow, mols/min. 
XAl 18 entering liquid composition, mol fraction 
xA2 i8 exi t lIquid compositlonil mol traction 
lIA is no. mola of component A diffused/min. 
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'lb. number of mols diftu.ed as found by equa t10n (17), 
1. the total number of mols of A diffused per unit time 1nto 
all of the bubbles rising thl-ough the liqu1d in the same per-
. .. 
iod of tIme. '!heretore care mus t be taken 1n specifying an 
area through. wbich the masa transfer has taken place. 
KeepIng In ra1nd the method used to obtain liquid 
and vapor compositiona, area of contact, and m.ola dtrrused, 




BA is no. of mols of com.ponent A diffused/min., 
K'g 18 maas transfer coefflcient, mols/(m.1n.) 
(atm.) (sq. ft.) 
A i8 area of contact, sq. tt. 
Is log meanAP of vapor compOSitions 
1be use of the log mean. whlle not exact, probably 
provide. the b$st approxbaation to the actual condi tiona. 
For a more exact eaU_ 1:1 on of the ma •• transfer coeffIcient, 
an Im.proved form of equation (is) must be developed. However 
since such an equation is not available at the present time, 
the experimental data may be correlated using Murphree eff-
icieneie. as calcula ted from equation (1). \\,i tb the large 
varietr of data available, the trends In the point etfieiency 
should be evident. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
'lb.e appara tUB used in pertorming the experiments 
of this investigatIon may be divlded into three parts. 
1. Apparatus tor static liquId experiments. 
2. Apparatus tor continuOu8 procedure. 
3. Apparatus tor determining bubble characteristics. 
S TA TIC LIQUI D EXPERlME~T8 
In tho static llquld experiments a w1de ... m.outh 
reagent bottle of a capac1ty of about 2.5 litera was used. 
Inside thi8 bottle was placed a single slot bubble cap con-
etructed sim11ar to the one used by Davidson (9). A plec. 
ot ai inCh diameter copper tubing waa closed at one end by 
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a rubber stopper which contained an opening tor the vapo". tu.be. 
'lb. slot was two inohes long and l/S inch wide. !ftle vapor 
passed through the slot and out another copper tube to the 
condenser. 'lbe liquid insi de the bottle was set a t a two 
inch subraergence of' the slot. In the top ot the bottle was 
Ii stopper through which the entering and exit vapors passed 
in copper tubes, and an opening was provided :for sampling. 
'.Ibls stopper was tight enough so that no liq\l1d or vapor coule!. 
leak: in or out of the bo·ttle. 
~e bottle containing the bubble cap ... submerged 
completely in. a. constant temperature water batb. '!hIs bath 
was a copper tank, 3 ft. in dlam.ete:.r' end 3 ft. high, open e t 
the top and eQ.uipped w1 th 8. wlndow 80 that the bu.bble cap could 
be easl1y viewed. Steam was passed ~brough co~per e011a to 
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o control the temperature to 0.5 C. An electric stlrring device 
waa 1nstalled to ass1st in mainta1ning the constant water 
temperature. 'lbrough use or this constant temperature bath, 
the solution in the bottle was held at its boi11ng point or 
allghtl,. below 1 t to prevent an,. spontaneous bubble forma tion. 
In all of thls work, it was important to know the 
composltion ot the entering vapor. Several methods tor pro-
ducing the vapor were tried, all working on the principle 
that 1f 11quid of known composition i8 placed on a hot surface 
and le t vaporize instantl,. wl thout an,. bulld-up of 11qu1d, 
the compos! tlon ot the resulting vapor will be identical with 
the compos1tion of the original 11qu1d. 
A cylindrlcal lron vessel, 3 3/4 In_ d1ameter, 6 1n. 
high, and lIe in. thlck, was found to be the best generator. 
The vessel was has ted w1 th a Meker burner and small pleces or 
copper tubing were placed in the bottom to g1ve a greater 
heat1ng surface. !{WO openings were provid.ed 1n the metal top: 
one for the incoming 11qul~ from a 850 ml. bUrette, and the 
other for the emerging vap~r-. Sinee 1 t wae not poss1ble to 8ee 
it an,. 11quid was torming i.on the 1nside ot the contalner, the 
only method of cheoking the liqu1d formation waB b7 direct 
anal,..18 or the liquld an~ vapor. Varlous mixture. ot methanol 
and water were admitted,i I/lnd In each Inetance the resulting 
vapor had the 8sme compbs! tion and welght 8S the or1g1nal 





'lbe vapor emerging from. the cap was passed through 
• copper tube to a glase 0011 condon.er where the distlllate 
was colleoted. 
'!he method ot operation ot the II tatlc liquid appal'-
atu8 was as followa. The constant temperB ture bath was 
22 
tilled to a level sueh that the glass bottle containing the 
bubble cap, whieh contained a definite amount ot liquid, was 
completely submerged. The bath was then heated to the boiling 
point ot the solution on the plate end held at that temperature. 
During the heating prco_sa, the electric stirring device was 
in ope!'tatlon and provid,d good agitation. After the bath was 
at the prope!' telllperat$Fe, the vapor generator wea heated wIth 
• Maker burner and a 250 1111. burette wae filled. A 8 topwateh 
was started and the liquld in the burette was admitted at 8. 
definite rate. Every tei" m.inutes, samples ot the liquid in 
the bottle and condensed ,v\apor froll th.e bot tle were taken. 
~e8e aallples eonslstediot onl,. a few drops 80 that the total 
volume of liquid and vapor wae not changed appreciably_ The 
run was continued top 215 minutes, after which the sample. were 
analyzed with. an Abbe r~tr.etomet.r. A plot of eom.position 
va. refractive index p~ovided the Intormation necessa17 to 
graph the z-ate of ehan.$~ of liquid and vapor composition. 
with time. 
T.be system ~tbanol - water was investigated at 
eeveral liquId andvapori composit1ons and rates, as this 
system included tho een~,ral portion of the viscosity - vola-




~e data obtalned In thls aection of the work are 
included completel, 1n the appendlx of the theala, but all 
.ummary data are Included in Table I and illustrated, together 
wlth the calculated g~A value., in Figures 1 to 14. The 
tot.lltJ ot KsA values are replotted 1n Figure 15 for obser-
vation of interrelationshIp'. 
lhe values of the mss. transfer coefficient XgA 
correlated into an approximately constant value regardless 
of liqu1d or vapor compos1tions in the methanol - water 
.ystem. An average of the coe~ficlent8 on a time baaia ahowed 
that the KgA was slightly higher at the initial part of a 
run and then worked into a nearlr straight line ranction after 
10 minutes of a run. lbis ia reasonable alnee the compoal tiona 
did change more rapidlr at the start. 
It mar be noticed froll the compos 1 te KgA value. 
thst some scattered points a,H present. 'lhese may be attri-
buted to the .following tactors. 
1. Normal experimental errors. 
2. A small error In takIng the slope of the liquld 
line change. KgA conalderablr. 
3. A small error 1n 11qu1d compOSition makes an 
apP%l"eciable error In Pal 81noe the slope ot the equllibriUll 
cu~ve is great tor low liquid concentration •• 
4. Any error 'n Pal ml\k •• a large d1rterenee In 
the denominator ot the log term alnc8 the Q.uant1 t;y (Pegt'" 
Pal) 1s usually a 8mall number in ricn vapor runs. !bia, of 
couree, changes KgA. 
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TABLE I. SUMMARY DA'l'A OP METHANOL ... WATER MASS TRANSFER 
EXPERIMEN'IS 
Run Time Mola SolYent Pagt Pas Pal .f-c tt6 
1 5 27.5 .067 .20 .03 .• 05 15.9 
10 26.9 .118 .20 .085 .05 20.5 
15 26.0 .142 .20 .10 .05 19.5 
20 25.8 .1535 .20 .115 .05 21.7 
25 25.2 .162 .20 .125 .05 23.4-
5,6, rl 5 20.7 .27 .80 .21 .4 35.8 
10 19.4 .373 .80 .33 .4 43.1 
15 18.3 .428 .eo .405 .3 42.2 
20 17.6 .46 .SO .445 .157 2f>'7 
25 16.95 .475 .80 .470 .11 24.3 
8,9 5 6.72 .028 0 .78e ··.2 18.7 
10 7.56 .053 0 .760 .... 2 20.65 
15 8.65 .075 0 .731 -2 24.6 
20 10.1 .OB3 0 .69 ... 1.6 24.7 
25 11.2 .10 0 .65 .1.25 23.2 
30 12.7 .113 0 .59 -1.0 24.2 
10,11 
12 
5 55.5 .048 .20 .035 .02 18.'1 
10 55.5 .070 20 .20 ,,02 18.7 
15 55.6 .103 .20 .07 .02 15.7 
20 55.6 .113 .20 .08 .02 16.5 
25 55.7 .128 ,.ao .09 .02 16.6 
TABLE I. SUMMARY DATA OF METHANOL .. WA'lER mES TRANSFER 
BXPERIJIENTS (CONT.) 
Run Time )(01. Solvent Pasf Pag Pal ~c J-~ 
13,14 5 40.3 .519 0 .562 -0.3 59.9 
10 43.0 .500 0 .530 -0.2 49.4 
15 44.8 .498 0 .514 ... 0.1 31.2 
20 46.9 .498 0 .490 ... 0.1 3Eh7 
25 49.2 .498 Q .462 -0.1 25.0 
15,16 5 55.0 .055 .40 .025 .056 22.5 
10 5...,.2 .136 .. ,11(' .055 .056 16.7 
15 53.2 .162 .40 .095 .056 19.0 
20 52.3 .184 .40 .125 .056 20.9 
25 51.2 .208 .40 .15 .056 21.8 
17,18 
19 
5 32.4 .740 0 .692 ... 0.3 35.0 
10 34.5 .~ge 0 .674 -0.2 33.2 
15 36.0 .674 0 .660 -0.15 30.8 
20 37.4 .660 0 .647 -0.1 22.1 
25 38.7 .637 0 .635 -0.07 24.4 
20,21 6 54.0 .• 130 .60 .095 .11 33.6 
10 52.9 .18S '.60 .14:t .10 30.0 
16 51.5 .227 .60 .180 .08 24.3 
20 50.8 .256 .60· .220 .07 24.4 
25 50.0 .280 .60 .245 .06 21.7 
25 . 
26. 
TABLE I. SUMMARY DATA OF METHANOL - WATER MASS TRANSFER 
EXPERIMENTS (COlT.) 
Bun '1'1 me Mo18 Solvent Pagt p. Pal tJ-c f"~ I 
22,23, S 20.0 .820 0 .785 -0.5 38.0 
24 
10 21.4 .SOO 0 .775 -0.25 22.9 
15 23.7 .793 0 .759 -0.25 23.0 
20 25.5 .789 0 .749 -0.25 23.6 
c' 0, 
25 27.2 .789 0 .738 -0.25 23.0 
25,26, 5 - 25 Bqul11briUJll 
\ 27 I 
29,30 5 31.4 .670 .80 .660 0.04 25.4 
i ., 10 - 25 Equl11brlua 
31,32 5 ... 25 Equilibrium. 
33,34, 5 10.7 .906 .20 .878 1.'1 ' 20.5 
35 
10 11.5 .900 .20 .870 1.7 22.5 
15 12.2 .892 .20 .S66 1.7 23.7 
20 13.7 '.S91 .20 .852 1.7 9th 9 
25 16.4 .870 .20 .830 1.7 32.9 
36,37 5 37.9 .• 605 .eo .588 .06 29.5 
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5. )fost dev1ation occurs during the first part of 
the run when the slopes of the curves are greatest. An 
error 1n composition' during the .first to minutes of the run 
eould change the slope of the curve appreciably and therefore 
change KgA. Mixing here i8 p~bably a factor a8 Xl is actually 
not Infln1 tely large. 
6. Since onl;r 8. few drop. constItute a sample, the 
probabllit7 of gettIng. non-representa ti vo sample of lIquid 
or vapor 18 srea t. 
In an attem.pt to eliDdnate sOllle of the above errors, 
at least two runs were made under each condition and the best 
Ourve waa drawn in. ~ values aa given should be fairly 
accurate although a te. scattering points are noted. 
Some of the runs reached, equIlibrium so rapidlytha t 
only one or two, and in some ca ••• , no ltgA value. could be 
computed. 
Cons1dering all of the above factors, the experimen-
tal evidence pOinte to the fact that the mass transfer coeffi-
cient KgA tends toward a constant value and that the ooncentra-
tion of l1quid or vapor doea not aftect th1s value appreciably_ 
The .ethod of calculation of th1s coefficient, since it was on 
an overall baai., incorporated manr va~iablel. Apparently 
the ettecta at these Yariables canoel out and the coeffioient 
holds approx1mately oonstant. 
'lbe apparatu8 tor the cont1n.uous procedure conai.ted 
of the S •• oonstant te.perature bath, vapor generator, bottle 
oontaining cap, bubble cap, and condenser a8 in ~e static 
42 
liquid expeptaenta. 7be y.poP flow W .. 8 1dentloal to tbe tlow 
in the pre " lou "ppuatua but It .a. n.G •••• ,.., to po.148 
liquid tlow &0.0.. tu ,lat. tor th... uperlmenta. 
A large 81a •• oontaa.,. With a low outle' WaS plaoed 
abo.. Ibe Gonatant te.peratue bath .a .. re.e.yo11' top the 
11qu14. fhl. Waa oonn.ote4 to the uperlmental plate b;y e. 
tolled ooppe1' tN.be aD4 the tl_ or 11qu14 Waa b7 pa'flt7_ Tn. 
liquid Inlet ••• below the .uzttaoe of tbe liquid on the pl.te. 
To HmoY_ 11qu14 tr .. the plate, a ')"Phon 87a'- ... eonstrue-
ted. fbi. oon.lataa of a .oppe~ 1N.be nnning trOJl. below tb. 
liquid eurt.. on the plate to GIlta14. to oonatant ' .. pera-
ture b.th. At the _04 ot thl. 00pp8. tube wa. • length at 
rub". tubing with ... orew olut;p to oont.ol tbe tlow. '!h_ 
1 ••• 1 or 11qu14 In the bott18 •• held aon.tant and the e.xl t 
tl_ Wft. be14 oon.tant_ tbu. the ... M of tlow a01'088 tbe 
plate W.. C01Ql and ab1. to b. oontpoll-. 
'lbe methOCl of open'lon tor the oontlnuou. pl'OCt .... 
dure ... tbe .... aa tor the etatl0 11qal4 ppooe.. exoept 
that the .flOW of liquid bad to be oontl'OUe4. Sample ••• 1'. 
taken e •• ~1 te. mlnute. .&D4 anal1Se4 b7 a ret ... , ... , ••• 
'lb.e .,.. __ methanol ........... 1nY •• illsaMa ex-
' •• 1".17 at •• .,.ral llquld and .po. .ate. an4 ooapoe1tlon' 
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a •• etbanol .. wah. 00"... the Obtral ,...lon of tbe ,,1.00.1t7 .. 
'f01a'111t, produc' ~.. I.olate4 t.at. in the .,., ... o.pbOft 
t.'hobloJt14. - beusel'18 and aoeton ..... W.M ...... ucle to oom-
plete tbe nns- of ,,1 .. 0.lt7 .. volatillt, product, oubon t.t-
paohl_14e .. bana_n. betns low a:n4 ao.'one - .ateJl belng hlgb. 
I 
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Controlled experiments on the amall 80ale apparatus 
provided 1nforma t1 on whIch should be relIable wi thin nol"-.l 
experimental error. The apparatus was so designed that it 
would. represent one section or one plate or 8 normal industrial 
traotionating column. One slot in the cap was used to enable 
observation of the individual bubbles in whIch the diffusional 
process takes place. A normal sized cap wss used and the slot 
dimensIons were cOlUpara~:le to those uaed in indus try_ The 
flow ot lIquId pest tbe s lot was in tbe usual rashlon. Vapor 
oal18 into the cap In the conventional manner and \UlS removed 
troll the syste. thl"Oug)l a condenser. For a study of plate 
efficienoy 1t seemed expedient that the basio parts ot the 
proces. be investigated, thus the present design of equ1pment 
evolved. 
In all three sfate ... the steady state composit1ona 
were determined and are recorded In Table II. A variety of 
conditlona was chos.n 80 that the investigation would eove~ 
the mas. transfer re.te chang~u. All of the steadY' state 
oompos1tlons •••• reasonabl., although where composit1ons 
are olos. together the ~xperimental .rror may be signifioant. 
When the proper mathe_tical relationship 1s d.veloped, thIs 
data should Indioate the trend of the mas. transfer coeffI-
cient Kg. 
~e steady state composit1ons were used to determine 
the Murphree point effic1ency and the results show.d that 
the erficiencies for ell three mys te .. were In the sam.e order 
of magnitude. However definite trends were notioed. 
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20 11101 ~ CH30H vapor 
o mol ~ OH3OH liquid 
Liquid Rate Vapor Rate x l Equilibrium Em co,lmin. co 1iq./ldn. ~ X- l ~ % 
120 10 0.3 4.5 0.3 2.3 87.5 
120 20 0.6 e.9 0.5 4.0 69.5 
100 10 0.2 2.6 0.2 1.5 94.0 
40 mol ,;. 011305 vapol' 
o mol % CH30R liquid 
Liquid Rat. Vapor Rate x i EquilIbrium E cO/min. oe 11q./min. ,; x ~ II. % ~ 
120 10 0.7 8.0 0.7 6.9 93.6 
120 80 0.9 11.6 0.9 7.0 86.0 
300 10 0.3 6.8 0.3 2.1 90.7 
o mol ~ CH301 vapn~ 
40 mol ~ CB30H liquid 
LIquid Rate Vapor Rate x I Bqul1ibrlwa Ii! oe/mn. 00 11q. /udn. % x l f 
-
120 10 38.9 68.0 38.9 72.2 94.4 
120 20 SS.1 65.5 38.1 71.9 91.~ 
JOO 10 39.2 68.5 89.2 72.4 94.6 
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TABLE II. SUW/!., rr:l DATA OF CONTINUOUS PROCEDURE MASS TRANSFER 
EXPERlME1~TS (CO NT.) 
o mol % ORSOK vapor 
20 mol % C~OH liquId 
Liquid Rate Vapor Rate x I EquilIbrium Em 'cc/min. co 1Iq./mln. % x J ~ % 
120 10 16.6 50.0 16.6 54.6 91.5 
120 20 15.6 47.5 15.5 52.0 91.3 
300 10 18.5 51.0 18.5 56.0 91.0 
i 20 aol i OS~OH vapor I 
j 
40 mol ~ CHSOH liquid 
liquid Bate Vapor Rate x ~ iquI11brlum Em. oo/min. ce 11q./mln. $ x i ~ % 
120 10 40.0 71.8 40.0 72.9 98.1 
120 20 39.8 70.5 39.6 72.6 96.0 
300 10 40.0 72.6 40.5 72.9 98.2 
20 mol ~ 0014 vapor 
80 mol ~ 0014 l1quid 
llqu1d Rate Vapor Rate x l Equi11brium eo/min. ce . l1q./mln. % x i B. % 
9-AO 120 10 77.0 76.1 77.0 7'1.8 
120 20 72.5 71.1 72.5 7S.6 95.2 
300 10 78.0 7'7.1 78.0 78.7 9'1.4 
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TABLE II. SUMMARY DATA OF CONTIWOUS PROCEDURE MASS TRANSFER 
EXPERIMENTS (CONT.) 
40 mol % eC1. vapor 
60 mol % CC14 Uquid 
J,lquid Rate Vapor Rate x J; EquilIbrium. Em co/mn. ce 1Iq./ll1n. ~ x ~ ~ % 
120 10 "1"1.6 76.7 17.6 78.4 95.5 
120 20 73.5 72.1 73.5 74.5 93.0 
300 10 78.5 71.5 78.5 79.2 95.6 
10 mol % CRSeOOBS vapor 
7 mol % CRSCOCHS liquid 
LiquId Rate Vapor Rate x I EquI1IbrIua Bm eC/min. ce 1Iq./ll1n. % .x J % ~ 
120 10 6.1 62.7 6.1 63.5 98.4 
120 20 5.1 58.5 5.1 59.0 99.0 
300 10 6.3 63.5 6.3 64.0 99.1 
40 mol % CH3COC1l:s vapor 
7 mol ~ CH:sOOCHS liquId 
LIqu1d Rate Vapor Rate s J Bqu111brium Em cC/min. ce 11q. /min. % It l ~ ~ 
120 10 6.8 63.5 6.8 65.6 91.8 
120 20 6.0 61.8 6.0 63.0 92.1 
300 10 6.9 65.0 6.9 66.0 96.1 
Tne efficIency seemed to be lower at higher vapor 
rates. T.ni8 i8 to be expected aince at higher rates the 
bubble volume increaaes but the area of contact does not 
Inorease proportionately_ In industrial practice e conom1.e 
factors must be considered but it must be remembered that the 
lower the vapor rate 18, the hlgher w111 be the efficiency_ 
Increasing the vapor composition increased the eff-
iCiency for til given lIquid composition 1n the methanol .... water 
8YS tem. This 18 reasonable because more of the m.:& terial 1n 
which one 18 interested Is being sdmi tted to the system and 
the total change in oomposition is le.8. 
An increase in lIquid composition increased the 
etficiency for a constant vapor composition. A richer liquid 
would be expected to provide a more effioient change 1n vapor 
compoa! t1 on. 
Increasing the liquId rate dld not change the effioi-
ency appreciably. Considering the ra·tea used in these experi-
ments, not muCh of a change would be expected. However it the 
liqu1d rate were increased 100 times, there could conceivably 
be a change in the e tfi C?i ency. 
tne efticiencles tor all three syatema ran about 
the same but the carbon tetrachloride • benzene and acetone -
water systems ran slightly h1gher than the methanol - water 
aystea. Where the efflciencies are close to 100%. the 
experimental error 1n determining compost tiona may be S igni-
f'icant. 
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1b.e Murphree point efficiencies 8S calculated 
from the data seem reasonable and it i8 believed that a 
proper mathematical relationship will give reliable informa-
tion on the behavior of the mass transfer coefficlent. 
BUBBLE eRA .RACTE RI f!. PI CS 
Several pieces of apparatus were used in determining 
the characteristics of the bubbles such as 81ze, shape, and 
trequenc7_ 
Light for observation of the bubbles was obtained 
from. commercIal Strobotac. which is an instrument used to 
produee light of variable frequency. called stroboscopic 
light. A large gla.s oylinder, .e.led at the bottom, was 
helpful 1n studring the bubbles at high .ubmergence rates 
under various vapor rates. Submergence up to 20 inches 
could be used in this cylinder. 
By using the Strobotac and outside calIpers, the 
size or the bubble. could be a pproxim.ated. 'lhis w.s found to 
be the best w87 of obtaIning the dimensIons of the bubbles. 
Many observations of bubble •• both wltn stroboscopic 
light and in deyligh t, establish the tac t that bubble. rising 
through a solution are not spherical; rather they are flat 
and mushroom shaped. 'lbe bubbles change shape as they .... rg. 
from the slot and proceed up through the liquid. However. 
the volumes of the bubbles at various levels appear to be 
about oonstant for a given vapor rate. 
Since a • phere has the minimum area per unJ...t volume, 
all calculations baaed on sphere. are in 81"1"01" in the area 
tera toward the low a~ea assumption. The mas. transfe~ 
coefficient is a direct tunot.ion of the aJl"8S of contact, 
henoe the difference between the area ot a sphere and the 
actual apea of the bubbles mal make an appreciable difference 
In the oalculation of the coefficient. 
Strobosoopic observations indicate tha t the best 
geometric .figure to use as the average volume of the bubbles 
is an oblate spheroid. In a two inoh depth of liquId, bubbles 
appear to have three distinot posit1ons under stroboscopic 
lights one bubble at the slot, another at a medium depth, and 
a third near the surface of the liquid. 'lbe bubble a t the 
medium depth, c~lled the aeeond bubble pos1tion, was estImated 
to be about an average sIze bubble. If thIs bubble is aSllIumed 
to be an oblate sphe~old, lts dlmensions being known bl direct 
measurement with calipers and a strobosoope, conventional 
formulae may be used to oalculate the area and volume of the 
bubbles. 'Ibis method of estimatlng the area of a bubble is 
not entirel, aocurate but i8 the best approximation to the 
actual area that can be made at this time. 
In order to establish more aocuratell the volume of 
a bubble, putt,y models were made using the measured dimensions 
of the bubbles and their shapes. Tb get tne volumea, the 
models were plaoed ln gradua tes containing water and the 
volume wae found by observing the change in liquid level. 
High speed Photographs were taken to establish 
defin1tell the shapes of the bubbles. 'lbe shutter speed wss 
tast enough 80 tbl t the bubbles could be seen individuallr. 




PhotograPh of Bubbles 
Vapor Rate. 0.5 crm 
Submergence • 6.25 in. 
- ' 
Fig. 17 
Photograph ot Bubble 
Vapor Rate = 0.5 etm 





Plg • .18 
Photograph of Bubbles 
Vapor Rate = 0.5 cfm 





Photo~raPh of Bubbles 
Vapor Rate = 0.5 cf, 






Photograph or Bubbles 
apor Hate = 0.5 cfm 




Photo ph of Bubbles 
Vapor Rate = 0.5 of 









Fig . 22 
Photograph of Bubbles 
Vapor Rate = 0 . 05 cf 







Photog~aph of Bubbles 
Vapor Rate = 0 .05 of 




air - water sY8tem. Also the photographs show that the shape 
or the oritlce haa no eftect on the shape ot the resulting 
bubbles. ~e extremes of a circular horizontal orifice and a 
rectangular vertical orifioe were used to establish this taot. 
The Strobotae was tried 8S a means of measuring the 
frequency of the bubbles but it was dIfficult to get eona18-
tant readings due to the irregularity of bUbble formation and 
the irregular size. and shapes of the bubbles. However an 
approxim$te value ot frequency was obtained .l~ough the 
possibility ot harmonics was present. 
Another method ot obtaining the bubble frequency 
was tried uaing the strobosoopic principle, although this time 
relating it to sound. An electron1c instrument called a 
Stroboeonn waa used. This instrument had twelve stroboscopic 
tubes upon which the frequenoy of I1ny note in the range of the 
piano could be read. It is used to tune musical instruments 
in bands and orohestras. 
Sinoe the bubbles do make a sound when they emerge 
trom the slot, it was postulated that perhap. the frequenoy 
with which the bubbles formed would correspond to some note 
on the musical 8cale. Knowing the frequanc1, or harmonie, ot 
the musical note, the bubble frequenoy would be determined. 
'!he microphone of the instrument was held olose to 
the liquid and it was found that a reading was available on 
the Stroboconn. In any measurement ot sound, the harmonica 
of the fundamental tone are also present. Thus the observed 
reading mar have been a ruu ... onlc of the aetual bubble t1!e .... 
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quency. However the Strobooonn did give an indication of tne 
approximate bubble frequency_ 
In msasurlng the frequency of bubble formation 
using stroboscopie methods, the presence of harmonica made 
the aetual freQ.uency uncertain. 1he frequency appeared to 
be about constant at approximately 20 bubbles/sec., but this 
value could be 40 bubbles/sec. when harmonics are considered. 
The constant frequency observation Is consistent with predic-
tiona In the lltel"ature. Both the Stroboscope and the 5tro-
boconn gave readIngs In the sai'lle order of magnitude. It Is 
believed that stroboscopic apparatus 18 one of the best means 
ot studying bubble rate. and shape. 
Calaula t1 on of the frequencr of the bubble 8 from 
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B knowledge 01.' the total amount of entering vapor and an 
approximate volume ot a single bubble, gave s. frequency varring 
froll1 20 to 40 bubbles/sec. which agreed wi th a harmonic of the 
stroboscopic measurements. From experimental observations 
the range ot bubble frequenc1 _y be eet as 20 to 40 bubblea 
per aecond, but more refined measurement. must be made betore 
the exact frequency mar be determined. 
The Stroboconn also gave good information as to 
whether the frequency of bubbles reache. a constant value or 
not. T.be vapor tlow waa .ta~ted and a Icope on the instru-
ment indicated a detinite note. As the flow W88 increaaed, the 
note showing on the scope did not change for normal vapor rates. 
'l'hia indicated tba t the frequency of bubble formation was 
holding constant even though the rate of flow waa changing. 
The time necessary tor a bubble to pa8S through a 
two inch depth of liquid under normal vapor rates 18 so 
minute 88 to b. difficult to .8 time. te. However an extrapola-
tion prooedure gave 80me idea ot the order of magnitude ot 
the time. Figure 24 shows the tiM of rise trom the point 
at which the bubble breaks troll the slot to the point at 
which it meets the surface ot the llqui(i. '!his i8 not the 
total time ot oontact since the bubble was exposed to the 
liquid during the time it was growing on the slot and during 
the tim.e it was disintegratIng at the surtace of the liquid. 
'lbe experiments theretore me asuroed the tI .. tor the bubble to 
paS8 through the second and thlrd posi tl 0111. To correct tor 
57 
the tirst poSition tim. ot contact, assuming that the tIme i. 
about the .... at eaoh poai tion, 1 t would be necessary to add 
on. halt of the measured tIme (0.05 s.o.) to the time required 
to pas. through the tinal two stage. to ge t the total tIme ot 
oontaot. 1J.bus the exper1mental value tor the total time of 
contact in a 2 inCh sub.ergence 1s o.ls sec. This is adlll1ttedly 
a rough estimate of the ti .. of contact. but is considered to 
be a fall" approxim.at1 on .ince only visual measurements .. ere 
made. 
It DlU8 t be remembered when eva Ius. tlng the correla-
tions of this investigation, that whenever the area term 
appears, an approx1ru. tion baa been made. Extenaive work wa. 
done to attain the best approximation so that While the 
value. may not be entirely accurate. they should not be too 
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SUDARI AND CONCLU8IOHS 
60 
Kxpe~i.6ntation with a variety or ooncent~atlon. at 
llquld and vapor In, tbe m.tbanol - water _yatem using .atatl0 
prooedure produoed value. or tbe m.a. transfer ooe.tfloient 
lCgA tha t were alaost conatant at around 23 Dlola/(111o.. )(atm.). 
While 80me scattered po1nts .ere noted. tb. oorrelation .eemed 
to be wIthin the 11m1t. ot .r~ol' 1nh.~nt in tbe method or 
expertm.ntatlon. 
fhe us. of a oontinuous prooe4ure pl'ovlded data fro. 
whioh th .... s ba.t.r ooetf~oi.nt Ig -7 be oalculated. Ina .... 
soh a. the proper relatlonahip to:r oaloulatlng thls ooot1'101&nt 
Is not1mmedlat.lr available, tbe data were u •• d to oalGulate 
Murphre. poInt .ff101enol._ for tbe varioua oondltlons. The 
r •• ult. anawed the entoleno, to lnoJ'eas8 Ullde1" bigher vapor 
_oaposttlcma and blgheJ' llquld C1oIlPoaltlons. Tbe .tflolenoy 
lhU 10_r at higb.r vapor rates and the • ..ttlale.,. dld not 
obange appreolabl,. unAeJ' an inoJ' •••• 4 liquid rate. 
Bubbl.. ot vapor pa.slng througb a liquid are not 
spherloal but aN tlat and lIlWlhroOlll shaped. The be.t approx-
imatIon to an average area would be to a.sume the bubble to be 
an obl.te apheI-OI4 and • aleulat. tbe ap.... Th. t tae ot ria. 
was •• ttaated b,. an extrapolatIon PJ'ooe4uM and the frequenoy 
of bubble tormat1on wa. found b7 u •• of stroboscopio Inatru-
.. nt.. An7 oa].oulat19n ot thl. natu~e 1nvolvins the area or 
Gontaot must be evaluated with the knowledge tbat the area baa 
been •• tlmate4 and not r1&1d11 determIned. 
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LIS T OF SYMBOLS 
A Area ot contact 
Em Murphree point efficiency 
Kg Ma8. transfer coeff1eient,gaa tilm, mola/(min.)(atm.) 
Xl Maaa Transter coetficient, l1quid ttlm 
e Concentration, mala absorbed material/mol solvent 
p Partial pressure, atm. 
.. Transferred absorbable me. tertal, mol. 
x Mol fraction 1n liquid 
1 Mol fraction in vapor 
Subacript. 
A Component A 
S Component B 
g Vapor entering 




A Ohange in 
e- Tiu, minute. 
SAMPLE CALCUL~TIONS 
STA TIC LIQUID EXPERIMENTS 
Run 1 at €) ... 25 mInute. 
... 
Wt. of solution in flask. 25 minutes : 470 g. 
x 
32 = 0.0185 
x I'm .. x 
!'r t§ 
x: 15.7 g CHZOB 
470 - 15.7 • 454.3 g solvent 
454.3 = 25.2 mols solvent is 
Slope of lIquId 11ne ... c:J-c ..... .05 
... ~ 
Pag t ... .162 ... 
Pag ... .20 
-
Pal ... .125 ... 
~ ~ (lIlO1s 80lvent) = _KS_A_C_P_._8'_-_P_al_) ....... -_( p_Bg ....... _ ... _Pal ___ )_ 
ln (Pal' - Pal' 
(p.g - P.l) 




SAMPLE CALCULATIONS (CONT.) 
CONTINUOUS PROCEDURE EXPERIMENTS 
Calouls. t1 on of Murphree E:f:fioienc1 
Methanol - Water 8ystem: 0 mol ~ CB~OH vapor 
40 BIOl % OHZOl! liquid 
vapor rate ... 20 co/mn. 
-
L1qu1d rate: 120 co/min. 
lim : 7a-11 
1*-71 
Em : 65.5 - 0 = 91.~ 71.e - 0 
67 
Table Noo III 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. =..£aCs Run No • ..L 
Solution wt., final, gms. tju<J Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq"./min. 




Vapor, mol % methanol=~ 
Liquid,mol % methano];: ~ 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Time Positions* Comp.,mol% 
Methanol 
Molality 
· .1 •••••....• 3 .......•. L ..••• h "].:!J.".j .•...... ri.t:! ............ /...J.';:. 
0.2.0 ••••••• 0 n •• 0 •••••• V ••••• /..Jt??~ .... 0' ••• 0 0 .f:? ••••• 0 ••• •••• a ... 
0.3 •.•••••..• 6 ........• L ••.. .i.~~J I ........ 0 a: t. .. 0 •••••••• • J..4 .. 
· .4 ..•...... 0" ••••••• 00 V •••• /.. dJ.~ ....... .. 1: ~ ............. • C!:£ 
· .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L .... lad3.?K.. . .... / /..tt!. ............. 7..)-::. 
o .6 .... 0' ••••• n ••••••••• V ••• ell (0. d ~%!' .. oCt ••••• 0 • t? . . .. . 0 • (I •••••• • t? ... 
0; 0 7 ••..•... 0.15.0.00 ••. L. o. ;; .4~-:-t. ....... /d .. 7.. o •• 00 ••••••• 1: r? . 
• 0 8 ••••• 0 •••• t1 •• 0 •••• 0 • V •• 0 /.. J.J.t(~ . . 0 0 <I •• 0 /... t?o .••• 0 •••••••• • t1 . .y:-: . 
• .9 •.•••••••• 20 .••••••• L •• k. 33..J"""6 ••.•••• /$~ ............ ./. (): '-. . 
• .10 ••••••••• It ••••••••• V •• • l.:1J(J. y.. ....... .{..1': .............. (J."'lf.1-:: 
0.11 •••.•.••• 25 •••• 00. oL •.• 1. .~dc.1if. ..... e/.t.·~ oo •• o.oo ..••. /. t? .. '1:. 
• 012 ••••••••• It ••• " •••••• V •• • /.·Jdt;J.6. ......... /'.9. .............. /ri!t .. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
• 
Table No ..... 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wto, initial, gms. = J/d() Run No • ...£. 
Solution wt., final, gms. =ci-lLl Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq. /rrrln. 
Vapor condensate, gms./run 
= t2.1. Z 
/IJ 
= ,lu. 
Vapor, mol % methanol= ~ 
LiqUtd,mol % methanol;: ..12 
Submergence, in. =~ 
Sample Positions* Compo ,mol% 
Methanol 
Molality 
· .1 ••.••....• 3 ....... 0 .L •..•• . I.J.;I/.t!I . .. 0 ••••• 4~.J:-: ......... ~~~ .. 
0.2 •••••.•• 0 0 n •• 0 •••• 0 • V •••• 0 I:.JA fl': ..... 0 ••• 0 .0. . ............. . t:! ..•• 
• .3 •......... 6 ........• L •••• . '~~,3!(I. ........ 0 .$../. ............ ,~ ;:: ... 
· .4 ......... 0" •••••• '.0 V •••• • 1. .• $..!?tq .. ..... o • .21-t7. •...••...• • 15f..R.. 
• .; •••• 0 ••••• 10 0 0 ••••• oL 0 ••• • /...J.ir~ .. . ..... cu..K ........... tl.!?:? • 
o .6 .......... n ••••••••• V ••• 0 .1,.fA ( r. .. 0 ••••••• -It? 1:. . 0 • 0 • • • ••• ..;I.. I? .• 
• • 7 •........• 15 ••.•.... L ••.. • 1: JAI'~ . ........ . qt..tI .......... ~7.~4-:; 
• .8 •••••••••• " ••••••••• V •••• /,,.:i.d ~.J:' .......... 7: ~ ........... i . ...f':: 
· .9 ........• 020 •••••••• L •••. A ~ 3;' 1 ... 0 ••••• ¥.t!'I! ........... 42-. t? . 
• .10 ••••••.•• n ••••••••• V 0 •• ~ h.J. &i~/. . 0 0 •• 0 ••• I.~ .1. ............ 9.=./.. • 
• .11 •••...• 0 .25 •.•••••• L •.• • /:J,iF.Y. ......... !I.f-. .. tf. ~. 0 •••••• !(P..~. 
• .12 ••••••••• " • 0 • " •••••• V 0 •• • I. .. $J. t.¥. ... 0 ••• 0 • /./. .. ? ............ ?:~ 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
.. 
Table Noo v 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Run No. -.IL Solution wt., initial, gms. = k 
Solution wt., final, gms. = .f 1'6 Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gens./run = dd7 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. : It? 
Vapor condensate, gms./run = <yll 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol: J:I 





· .1 •.•• 0 ••••• 3 ....... 0 .L •.•• /..,.$.3/.1/ . .. 0 It •••• ,(/.:::1-:' ........ ~.'.d.. 
• 02 •••••••• 0 0 n •• 0 •••• 0 • V •••• ;.. ~ .2..1 I! ......... 0 • Q . ............... ~ .. 
•• 3 •......... 6 .......•• L •••• ;' • .iJ.7.~ ... ~ ...... ol/..(J. ...•...•.. /.(1:. 
· .4 .......... " ........ 0 V •••• /.. • ..f..i I a .......... ,( '."- ........... 1:.7.. 
• • 5 .•.•••.•.• io ........ L ••• • 1: .J..i 1:1. .. . ..... ~ I..f{ .......... ;( l.1: . 
• .6 .......... n ••••••••• v 0 •• 0 /. ~J J.J-:: .......... , .. ~ ........... ~ ~ . 
•• 7 ....••..•• 15 ••••••.. L ••. • 1:.1.i r.Y.. ........ ~/. .......... f..:!~ ~ • 
• • 8 •••••••••• " ••••••••• V •• 0 .11 ~.:i..i ~ .. 0 • 0 •••••• 7. .. f. ..... ....... 1. ~ . 
• .9 ...• 0 ••••• 20 •• 0 ••••• L •••• , .. &~£/. .......... ~::-Y. ... ....... !l.'l·{? 
• 010 ••••••••• n ••••••••• v 0 • " ~/ • .iJ Y.f .. 0 0 0 • 0 0 • ol.t!: 7. ........ 0.0 • • 1.·.7. 
• .11 ••••..• 0 .25 •.•••••• L ••• 0 I.. ::!J.7. t!'. ....• It ••• {/.?; 7. ... 0 •••••• • ..$lI. .• t:? 
• .12 ••••••••• " ••• ' •••••• V 0 ••• /. .. J. ';/1: ......... / d:tfJ. •...••...•.• J?.~ 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L : Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
.,0 
Table No. VI 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wto, initial, gms. = ¥tJp Run No. -Z. 
Solution wt., final, gIIJSo = ,fF-i Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = «II Z 
Vapor rate, cc liqo/min. = /() 
Vapor condensate, gms ./r'Im = OlW 
Sample Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol= U 






• .1 •••• 0 ••••• 3 •......•• L ••••• . f· . .I.i(J.t . . 0 •••• • I',{;a .......... ~;:..,-;: 
• .2 ••••••••• 0 n ••••••••• V ••••• /.- .:l~.f '-........ 0 ,a : ~ ............ ?! .. . 
•• 3 •... " ..•. 6 ..•....•• L ••• •• 1. :13.1:,/. ..•. "'0 J I':.f, .. ......... . 1..1.,~ 
· .4 .......... fl ••••••••• V ••••• /., J ,it/. ......... ~.I ............. /: do . 
• • 5. . . . . . . . . . 10 0 • • • • ••• L. . • •• /.. . .lilA!. . ' . . . . . . til1.4 ... , ........ «~.2. 
0.6 •••••••••• n ••••••••• V ••• 0 • • 1, o..f..:lld. ......•.. . ~;a ........... . 4.w(J. • 
•• 7 •••••••.•• 15 ••••••. ,L ••.•• • f...1.1"..%": . .•..•. . 1I.4..tJ ••••.•••••• ¥'4:tl. 
• .8 •••••••••• " ••••••••• V •••• • 1. J.,.j;?,.f. • 0 •••••••• 7: h. ............ y. ';Ii'. 
• .9 ••.••••••• 20. 0 •••••• L ••••• I: J.al.~ ......... .(J{J.:-.......... 9.J:..t? 
• .10 ••••••••• n ••••••••• V. 0 • ~. /. di f{y.o 0 •••• '0 .lA 1: . ............ ~v.-: 
• .ll •••...••• 25 •••••••• L ••••• /" .,f.J7.I'. ......... ¥..l.?o ........ . 'fo·{/? 
• .12 ••••••••• n. o. -••••• oVo. o • • 1.:J..i,(f. .. 0 •••••• ( .. ~:~ ••• 0 •••••• • ~;.r.: 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid V = Condensed Vapor 
Vi 
Table Noo VXI 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = J.r() Run Noo L 
Solution wt 0 , final, p. I it.£. Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc llqo/mino 




Vapor, mol % methanol: ..12 
Liquid,mol % methanol: W 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Time Positions* Compo ,mol% 
Methanol 
Molality 
• .1 •••• 0 ••••• 3. " ... " ,,0 .L •.• " • . /...d~f£'. " 0" " •••• d·d .. """ " ... ,," " . . 11 .. 
0.2. " •• " " " • 0 0 n " " •• " " " " • V" " " • 0 I: J.J. 6.t:'. " " " " . " " ." a·IJ. " " " . " " " . " " " .I':.$. " 
o .3. " " . " . " " " .6" " " .. " " " .L 0 • " • ",: d:i~ " " " " . " 0 • ~ 1. " " " " " .. " ... -I..~ 
· .4 ..•...... 0" •••••••• 0 v .... . f .. A;'.J.'/. ........ ~-;? .. ~ ........... . ~y.. 
· .5 ..... " .... 10 0 •••••• oL 0 •••• f.. .J.1..:J.k. " > " •••• " • Yo:? " " ......... ..i!:-S7'. 
0.6 •••••••••• n ••• ; •••• 0 v .•.. . / •. .J.;l,Z'? . ........ ¥.i!.t? .......... ~ .. 
007 •••••••• 0 .150 ••••••• L •••• /, J..i2tfo .......... .7:. Y. .. 0 0 ••••••• • o/:e;S'-: 
o .8 •••••••••• " ••••••••• V •••• /...3.4;' Y.. ......... .ft?.~ .......... . -Y.tt? . 
• • 9 ••••• 0 •••• 20 •• 0 ••••• L •••• /..,i.!.iI.!: .......... tI!. 1. . . . . . . . . . . . ~: v.-: 
•• 10 ••••••••• n ••••••••• Vo •• ~It .;l~z.~ . .. 0 ••••• Cl?,{'"r:-......... /;r.~ 
0.11 •••••••• 025 •••••••• L •••• ./f.J$.19. .......... //:C .. 0 ••••••• 7.-~ .. 
• 012 •••••••• 0 n •••.•••••• V 0 ••• /.. J.I";:: ......... . e?p. . ~ •......•. • ,(tr..t? • 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L : Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
,. 
Table No 0 VIII 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wto, initial, gms. = ,i'S7J Run Noo ..2... 
Solution wt., final, gmso = tZ.a.f Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq. /min 0 
Vapor condensate, gms./run 
= /,5 ~ 
= ~ 
L2,s-
Vapor, mol % methanol= ~ 
Liquid,mol % methanol: ~ 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Time Positions* Comp.,mol,% 
Methanol 
Molality 
· .1 •.••••...• 3 ....... 0 .L •.•••. /.. . .:1:1:1''-.. 0 •••••• ,/?:t? ••.••••••••• C/ •••• 
o .20 ••••.••• 0 n • 0 ••••••• V •••• • /' • .:!/.j Itt? ........ fA ·.4 $' •••••••••• • J.'..:J. ••• 
• .3 •..•...... 6 .......•• L ••••• /, .3.3.~ ......... ~.' r:! ....•.••••. .;fl .• ,!. .. 
· .4 .... 0 •••• 0 rl •••••••• 0 V •• 0 • • 1: d.J~ .. 0 •••• s..:I"7:..J. ••••• 0 •••• • ..;s:-d . •• 
• • 5. . . . . . . . . .10 0 • • • • ••• L 0 •••• ( ... .:1 ::!~ If'. It ••• II •• ,;(: ~ II II II II •• II II •• II I: 7. ... 
• .6 ...•...... " .•.•.•.•• V 0 ••• '/.' • ..J..J 21'. ....... a 7. . . ....... ~7. .. .f.t • 
•• 7 •....•...• 15 ..•••... L ••... /, .,t.t~7. .. ...... 7.'//.0' ......... . I::i. 
• .8 •.•••••••• " ••••••••• V. 0 •• • f·. d~~~ ....... ¥.t??. ........... d;;?. .. . 
· • 9 ..•• 0 ••••• 20. 0 0 ••••• L •••• • 1. aJ,.f.ft .. 0 ••• • IIJ. •. I: ............ k L. 
• .10 II •• II II II II II • n ••• II • II II 0 • v 0 0 0 o· 0 /, ~ .:1. ?/.. 0 II II 0 • • ¥.~:d. . 0 0 •• II II ••• 0 • • et.l.t:;J. • II 
0.11 •• II • II •• 0 025. II II • 0 ••• L. II II • ./.. • .J..i.&. II II •• II II .11:.r.. .... 0 II II It •••• ?-."- .. 
• 012 ••••••••• n • 0 • " ••••• 0 V 0 ••• /.. • .f..i 7.K. ..... ~.7. .. t/ ............ /.7. .. . 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
" 
Tab1e Noo .s. 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = I/HD? Run No. LtL 
Solution n., final, gms. 
Vapor rate, gais./run 






Vapor, mol % methanol=~ 
Liquid,mol % methanol:: 11 
Vapor condensate, gms./run =.2JJ- Submergence, in. 
Sample Time: Positions* Comp.,mol$ 
Methanol 
Molality 
• .1 ••••••...• 3 ......••• L ••••• . t . ..Id'.~ ........ ./...~ ..... ' .. . (J.·.7~ 
• .2 •••••••••• " ••••••••• V ••••• • 1.·..Idt! 1. ........ . ~...s-: ........ . 1: J, . .. . 
•• 3 •..•.•..•. 6 ..•....•• L ••••• • 1. .. .:/dt!..)-:7 ••..•.•• 1.-.6. .. ........ J...4 . ..• 
· .4 ..•......• " ........• V ••••• • i .. ,.f!,J.,:?/ ••••••••• $".~ ......... ~ .. ~ .• 
• .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L ••••• • 1. .. d3.!.,7.. ....... . t?: I. .......... . 1. .. ~ ..• 
• • 6 . • • • ..• • • • . " • • • • • • • • • V. • • • • .~ • ./. i . ..:fJ. . . . . . . . .1'.. G.. ........ ··f:: . .../. . . . 
•• 7 .........• 15 ...•.... L ••••• /...$...i~S': . ....... .(...~ ........... . ~.t? .. . 
• .8 •••••••••• " ••••••••• V ••••• 1: rf..i.I!t7. •..... 0 .1tfJ. .. .? ......... I!:~ .. . 
• • 9 •••• 0 •••• 0 20 •• 0 ••• •• L 0 •••• /. J~ <J./. ..... 0 •• ..:i. ... /.. .......... I .. ~ ... . 
• .10 ••••••••• " ••.•••••• V ••• ~. /. •• .iJ.yJ{. . ..... . 11: r. .......... /f~7 .. 
• .11 ••••••••• 25 •••••••• L •••• • t . ./. J. t?7. ....... P1: , ••••••.••• . 1.~7. .. . 
• .12 ••••••••• " ••• ' •••••• V •• 0 • • (, • .1,3. y.~ ...... . I.~ '; ~ ......... If.t? .. . 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table No. X 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt.o, initial, gms. =ffdrl Run No. LL 
Solution wto, final, gms 0 = L~~" Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc llqo/mino 







Vapor, mol % methanol=.£g 
Liquid,mol % methanol= ./L 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Time Positions* Compo ,mo1% 
Methanol 
Molality 
• .1 •••• 0 ••••• 3 •......•. L •..••. /.. '/'-?.f.f. . 0 0 ••••• dJ . .......... . 0: ~. 
0.2 •.••••••• 0 n ••••••••• V •••••• /.\ dJI k. ....... 0 d-.J . .......... PI: (:? •• 
0.3 •.•••••••• 6 •••.•••• oLe •••• ./., d'}'/!<70 ••.••• 0 • ~.r. .......... . t! .. ~ .. 
· .4 .... 0 ••••• " •••••••• 0 V •• 0 ••• ( .. ":!';I.2 .. 0 •••••• ~~ ~ •••••••••• • ..:1. ~I. .. 
• .5 .......... io ........ L •••••• /. •• 3../."./.. . ...... 4: .1. ........... ~ .. ~ 
0.6 •••••••••• " •••••••• 0 Vo •••• • 1. .. ,i,;J.?-R . ....... 7:.i ... 0 •••••• i~-:. 
007 ••••••••• 0150 •• 0 •••• L ••.••• I: .ci . 3!~/. ........ <':.1'. ........... (J. .• Y.. 
• .8 •• 0 •• I) •• 0 • It ••••••• 0 • V • 0 0 • 0 0 t . .J. ~,3.l 0 0 •• 0 0 • /.4: ~ 0 •••••••••• /:..~ • 
· .9 ...• 00 •••• 20 •• 0 ••••• L •• 0 •• • J...J.~I!*, ..... 0 •• • I-~ .... ........ t! .. ~ .. 
• .10 ••••••••• " ••••••• 0 • V 0 •• : •• (eo .i:..i.J!' y.. .. 0 0 • • 1 ~ r.o •..•..•• 0 •• ~ ~. 
0.11 ••..... 0 .25 •••• 0 •• oLe •••• /:.# d !1~ ...... 0 • • I. .. ~ 0 ••• 0 •••••• • t?: 7.. . 
0012 ••••••••• " .00 " ••••• 0 V 0 •••• I, .c:ldy.7. ...... . 1 k.l ........... P..J .. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
,. 
Table Noo ..n 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution n., initial, gms. = 1«" Run Noo ~ 
Solution wt., final, gms. =./d/(J Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. 




Vapor, mol % methanol=~ 
Liquid,mol % methanol: ..12 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Time Positions* Compo ,mol% 
Methanol 
Molality 
· .1 •••••.... 03 ••••••••• L •..•• l.tJ.~.Rf. .. 0 •••••• ~t?:~ ~ ......... . 11.·.4 •. 
• .20 .••••••• 0 n. 0 ••••••• V •••• • 1. •• 3.J/.4' .. ....... 0 • .(1.. R ..... ..... /.-.7. .. 
0.3 •.•••••••• 6 ..•••..• oL •••• ./.,..i'3(J.d.. 0 •••••• 0 • • (J:r.. .... It •••• tl·.~ .. 
· .4 ......... 0 tJ ••••••••• V •••• • 1. 'l.Jd/?' . .......... 'f{1: .......... J.4. .. 
· .5 .......... 10 0 ••••••• L ••••• I.. r(.;?,,/... . ...... . t:!..? .......... . Q: Y.. . 
o .6 .......... tJ ••••••••• V ••••• f·. J.] ~? ......... h.t? ........... -t:~ .. 
0.7 •..•••...• 15 •••••••. L •••• /' • .1:3..0. ~ ....... . ;(..t? •... 0 •••••• fI. .. ~ .. 
• • 8. • • • • • • • • • " ••••••••• V •• 0 • • 1. .. ..1.4:if. . 0 0 • • 0 • ./. (J. •• ~ • • • • • • • • • .1.-. ~. 
• .9 •••• 0 0 •• 0 .20 •• 0 •••• oL 0 ••• /.. • .:l d P..:I •••••• 0 •• h k ........... . t:! .. 7. .. 
.• • 10 ••••••••• " ••••••••• V ••• ~ .I. ;i ./.1:"/'.0 ...... . 1.2.-.7. .......•.. • ~..i: .. 
• .11 ••••••••• 25 •••••••• L •••• ~ d.J.t?..J. ..•.•.... . /: ~ ••.•....•.. f:/. .. 
• .12 ••••••••• " ••• ' •••••• V 0 • o' • h d .l.Y.'I: . .•..... . It.-.f. .......... . £.I!"':. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
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Table No.XIX 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = Illdl Run No. &3. 
Solution n., final, gms. L/d.J- Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. 




Vapor, mol % methanol= ~ 
Liquid,mol % methano];: ~ 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Time Positions* n25 Comp.,mo!% 
Methanol 
Molality 
· .1 .......... 3 ....... 0 .L ...... /:.J..:I~~. 00 •••• • ~f;tf'. •••••••• /d:I:: .. 
• .20 ........ 0" •• 0 •••••• V ••••• . 1: d J"iy" ...... o~ X. Po •••••••••• /. ~?. . 
0.3 •.•••••••• 6 ..•.•..• oLe •••• • I.~ d.j~y" ...... t ;:'. ~ ........ .I.-?.~ .. 
· • 4. . . . . . . .. 0 tI •••••••• 0 V ••••• • 1.'. c/. 3.1t (J. ••••••• ~: :--f7 ...•..•••. ~ f. .. 
• .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L •••.•. /.. • ../"iJ~ ..... . /~·.I. ......... /.4;/::: .. 
• .6 •••••••••• n ••••••••• V ••••• .J..o.j'.;I.~'-. ........ +!'!:~ .......... ...;~-:: . 
0.70 •••• 0 •• 0 .15. o •••••• Lo o. 0 • • I.·.~d~-;J-:: . " .... ~~~ ~ .. 0 0 ••••• /.4':{:? • 
•• 8 •••••••••• " 0 •••••••• V ••••• /..J.3.f£: .... 0 •• ~f(~ . ......... . c./'.7J-;-:. 
• .90 .•• 0 0 •• 0 .20 •• 0 ••• • oL 0 •••• h..i dJ-:tI . . 0 •• 0 •• • I.~. ~ .......... . f!?t? •• 
•• 10 ••••••••• n ••••••••• Vo •• ~. ~..i.3. ~si.: ....... F.t..tf. .......... y.~-:: . 
0.11 •••••.••• 25 •••••••• L ••••• /.. • .:i'..i:y.~ .... . 1.+: .( ..•.•....•.. 7: 1: .. 
• .12 ••••••••• n ••• · •••• 0 .V •••• ·.I.~d.i.~.J... o •••• ~f:t/: ........... ~~::. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table No.XIII 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. =~ Run No. d 
Solution wt., final, gms. = La £2- Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. 




Vapor, mol % methanol= ~. 
Liquid,mol % methano1:..,zQ 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Time Positions* Comp.,mol% 
Methanol 
Molality 
· .1 •••••..•.• 3 •......•• L ••.••. • /..::J3f,.7. ....... I.f!.~ .......... t'/:-:f:": 
• .2 •••••••••• n ••••••••• V ••••• • 1: . .:1 3.~x. ....... Q;?. ~ ...•....... ".4-: . 
•• 3 •... " .... 6 ........• L ••.••• .f...:f..i 6./. ...... . I.l-.-l: ......... . 11.7.. 
· .4 ..•......• tI ••••••••• V •••••• L . ../..:1 ~I.' ....... . ~j{? ........... ~? .. 
• • 5. . . . . . . . . .10 . . . . . ... L 0 ••• " • I:J-:l,s:;;r'. . . . . . . . (~ :/.. ......... /.If?:""- • 
0.6 .......... n ••••••••• v .... " .t. ..!.:i:~7.. ....... ~.~ .......... ~.,?. 
• • 7 •....•...• 15 ••••••.. L •••• 0 • /.:J..:l')'7.. ....... t ~/.'. .......... J:?. . 
•• 8 •••••••••• It ••••••••• V ••••• • I-../J;''-. ..... " .. ¥t:r. .. ......... ..?£. 
· .9 .... 0 ••• 0.20 .• 0 •••• oLo .... . f...-I"lJ~ ....... . (./.·o~ .......... . XPo .. 
,0.10 ••••••••• n ••••••••• V ••• ~ •• t..1..?Pot!. ... ~ ...• ~r. ........... ~.-:-. 
'0.11 ....... 0.25 ..... 0. oLe .••• • /.-.4.~FI!'.. ..... 0 • • II.~ .......... .?: ~-:. 
• .12 ••••••••• n ••• ' •••••• V ••••• /.. • .i! ./.~J'. ........ t{f:e!'. .......... Yo "';.-:. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
" 
Table Noo %lY 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Run Noo IS:" Solution wt., initial, gms. = /.4124 
Solution wt., final, gms. = 1& Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. : It? 
• 
Vapor condensate, gros./run = o?~ 
Sample Time 'Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol: & 





· .1 .... 0 •••• 03 ....... 0 .L .... ol.·.c;1.~.?.f. .. 0 0 ••••• ot1~ .......... O.~ .. 
• .2 •.• 0 ••••• 0 n •• 0 •••••• V It 0 •• /" 3.7~1. ..... 0 ••• 0 ~~ •••• 0 ••••• 3a ?f'. . 
• • 3 • . . . . . . . . .6 . . . . . . ..• L 0 • 0 • /, • ..1 d t).t? . 0 0 • • • 0 • 0 • 4:-:1!-:. . . . . . .... . tl d. .. 
· .4 .......... II ••••••••• V •• 0 • /, 3.3...?7. ......... 9.';::: ........... t. .. t1 . . . 
· .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L •••• /, 33{J.~ . . ' ....... 4: 7. ........... ~ ~ ¥... 
o .6 .......... n •• 0 •••••• V G • 00 0 1....i3J.~ .. eo •••••• ~3: ~. . .. " ..... .:1 .. t1. •• 
•• 70' ••• 0 •••• 15 •••••••. L ••• • /. • ..Idf'..:t. 0 •••••••• /.-~ •••••• 0 •••• ??:? .. 
• • 8 •• 0 •• Q • • 0 • " 0 • ., 0 ••• 0 0 V •• 0 ./.. • .7.:i' ~~ .• 0 0 • • 0 0 / z.Q ~ . . 0 • • • • • • • /. < .. ~. . 
· .9 ... 000.00.20.00 •••• oLe • 0 .1. .:l./.~c.!-:-: .. 0 •.. 0 /.·.7.0 ........... /.-.t? .• 
•• 10 0 •••••• 0 ." •• 0 .0 •••• V •• 0 : t..;I,.I~ ~ . 0 ••• 0 .f/' f(. ... ' ....... < ~; ~ .. 
• .11 ••••••••• 25 •••••••• L •••• /.. ...i'';?~£. ....... ~:3. ............ /... ¥.. . 
• .12 ••••••••• " ••• ' •••••• V •• 0 /. • • .:i'd.;:: (:? .•••• dh./. . ........... .(.t:'~ .. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L : Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table No. XV 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = /4tJtP Run No. & 
Solution no, final, gInS. = f57J Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run : »Z 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. : //J 
Vapor condensate, gmB ./run =,.2 7/2 
Sample Tima Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol: fz1:J 





• .1 •••••••••• 3 ~ ......•. L ••••• L..:i,.?f? ......... (J.~.J ...... 0 •••• a·~ .. 
• .2 •••••••••• n •••••• 0 •• V •••• • 1 J3-cZ/. . ......... 0 ~-: ......... ~ P.. .. 
o .3 ........ .. 6 ......... L .... . 1.. • .:l.:J. t1a .•....... . 4',S:; .......... t1.:d .. . 
· .4 ......... 0" •••••••• 0 V •••• .;(. • .J.3...l.6 .......••. :1-.£ ......... . c..).--:'?" •• 
• • 5 .•..••.•.• 10 •••••••• L ••••• !. ~..jd.t.. . ..... f?:1'. ........... ~"¥. .. 
• • 6 . . . • • • • . . • n • • • • • • • • • V • • • • ./. •• ./.;i...S:l? . • . . • . . /..:1: :.. ......... t.. f? . . 
•• 7 •...•....• 15 •.••.•.. L ••.. • /.. . ..J.3.t? Y. ....... /. .. ¥. ........... ??:!. .. 
•• 8 ••••••• 0.0" ••• 0 0 •••• V ••• • 1: J..l. . .$}!":. 0 o •• 0 ol.Y: 1: ........... oj? 70 •.. 
· .9 .....•.. 0.20 •• 0 ••••• L •••• !: . ..J.~~ ~ .. o •••• • /.:1'. ............ !..~ .. 
• .10 ••••••••• n ••••••••• V •• 0 :/... J.J.~ . .t/. ...... . 1 J?-£ ....... 0 • • I...{; ~ •• 
• .11 •• 0 •••••• 25 •••••••• L ••.• /.. .• ..:!~ {J.;:: ...... o~3. ............ /; .~ .. 
• .12 ••••••••• no. 0 " •••••• V ••• ./.. • .3..J. ~ 1. ....... ~~. f .......... . /.L/'J. .. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
8Q 
Table No 0 XVI 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = ~ Run No. L7 
Solution wt., final, gms. = 1/4;b Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = ,4572 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = /?J 
Vapor condensate, gms./run - ~O 
. 
Sample Time Positions* n~5 
Vapor, mol % methano1= 12.. 
Liquid,mo1 % methanol;: .# 





· .1 ••••••...• 3 .......•. L ••.• • l.~~r.Y.. ...... dj{ -d .......•. • ~.(.~. 
0.20 .......• 0 n ••••••••• V •••• • 1: .C/..:f.f.~ ....... 7."=1. .... 0 •••• Pl.P.~:-: 
· .3 ........ .. 6 ......... L ..... f: . #:~ I:--t ........ $3;"- ......... ,:( .7.:~ . 
· .4 ..•......• " .......•• V ••••• Is d.:1/.j: ....... . ?ff I. .. ~ ....... . I.~ .t! .. 
• .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L ••••• (" p..t~?. . .... :-!(/. .......... d.~~ 
• .6 .•.•...... " ....••••• V ••••• /... ~3.ks.-: .... . ..f:"(...f.. . ......... 6. ~ .. 
•• 7 •....•..•• 15 ••••••.. L ••.. . 1: .~JI:I': .. " . :--1~ .. ?! ......... . ~/.t? .. 
• • 8 ••••. 0 •••• n ••••••• 0 • V •• 0 • 0 /.. ~.t.l Jf: . 0 •• 0 o~. f.e? .. 0 •••••••• ( ~,t .. 
· .9 .... 0 0 •• 0020 .• 0 ••••• L 0 ••• • .1( S..,J/..a ...... . '-;'R..9. .......... ;<;,~.z. . 
·0 .10 ••••••••• " ••••••••• V ...... /. •• .:t..l~.<.. ...... 75. K .......... . 1.7'/" . 
• .11 ....... 0 0 25 ..... 0 •• L •.... /. .Jo~.7. 7. ...... « ,f..r:l .••......•. ~ (:1:. 
• .12 ••••••••• " ••• · •.••• oVo ••.• .l.dJ.¥.4.,. ..... . ~~./. .......... (I. f?. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
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Table No 0 XVII 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution no, initial, gms. :: nl)() Run No. II' 
Solution wt., final, gms. =//& Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. 




Vapor, mol % methanol:: ~ 
Liquid,mol % methanol:: ~ 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Tims Positions* Compo ,moa 
llethanol 
Molality 
· .1 ••••••...• 3 ••••••••• L •••• • 1: . .:/.;J.J. Y.. .. 0 •••• d.~ '. t? ......... . .,:i /; t?. 
0.2 ••••••••• 0 n ••••••••• V •••• • 1 ":!cl.(~ ..... 0 • 7.1. -.Y. ......... tCl'!.t? • 
0.3 •.•••••••• 6 ..•....•• L ••••• I: . JJ.,f~ ....... 0 • ..:11: L ........ . <'~7.. 
· .4 .... 0 •••• 0 tt ••••••••• V •• 0 • • 1: d3..?-R. ....... .7.~"~' ......... /..7f!:. 
• • 5. . . . . . . . . .10 •••••••• L ••••• (. • ../.41: ? . ...... ri.1 J!. . . . ...... pfJ.)-;,7.. 
• .6 .......•.. tt ••••••••• V ••• 0 • /.. .;! oM/.. ........ ~ f:.t. ......... /.?-.J'. . 
• 0 7 0 ....... 0 .15. '.0." .L •.. 0 .t. f:!.;ll: f. .. ...... :-l.~ .. t? . o ••••••• .,<Jft? 
•• 8 •••••••• 0 • It ••••••• 0 • V •••• • 1": d.,;J.#. . ..... 0 • • tf,.~~.)-:-: ........ . ~!.C! .. 
• .90 ••• 0 0 •• 0 020. 0 0 ••• 0 oLD ••• • /...J..:i 7.~ .. 0 0 • 0 " • • ..,2..7-.'1 ••.••••••• ~~.!': . 
• .10 ••••••••• n •••• 0 •••• V 0 • 0 ~ 0 !: ':!./..J:'P. 0 0 0 • 0 •••• ~ I-..~ . ..... 0 0 ••• ?/.. . 
• .11 •••...••• 25 •.•••••• L •.••• 1-. .:r ?'?k ......... ,,<';.7 Jf. ........ ( 1!-.4t. 
• .12 ••••••••• " ••• ' ••••• 0 V 0 ••• '" 3.;f. /...r:-: ........ 7. I:I'f'. ....... . -?'i'.t:? • 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L :: Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table No 0 XVIII 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = 14<212 Run Noo H. 
Solution wt., final, gJIJ13. = I/.!JI Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms. /run = ,2, 5-0 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = /1) 
Vapor condensate, gInS ./run - 1t20 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol= ../2 





• .1 •••••....• 3 •......•• L ••.•• . /.-J.:J./'>i ........ .,:f.:/.·a .........• d Z£. 
0.2 •••••.•••• n ••••••••• V ••••• • J; . ..f1..?-? 0 •••••• Z,?;~ .......... /.ff. . 
• .3 .......... 6 ........• L ••••• ~ d./l'f'l. ....... . c;J:t[ .• t? .......... i?y.:t? . 
· .4 ..•......• " ........• V ••••• 33.3'.4 .......... .lIt!. ........... ~;! It .. 
• • 5. . . . . . . . . .10 • • • • • ••• L ••••• /...l..1 1:4.. ..... i( I':J ......... 0 • ,,(..;..7. .. 
• .6 ...•...... " .•......• V •••• ~ • .f...t:1 Z. ....... ~;::.i.. . ........ 1 ;? tJ. .• 
• .7 .........• 15 ••••••.. L •••• .to.l d 1'/1 ....... '?'J! 2 ........... ,?-!: 7.. . 
• .8 .......... 11 ••••••••• V •••• /.. ~ ../.;1.,,- •••••.•• ~ 7: 7. ..... 0 •••••• /.' /. ~ ••• 
· .9 .....•..•• 20 •••••••• L. 0 •• /.. d.1.?a ....... ;;/:..7. ......... ~~.7. .. 
• .10 ••••••••• n •••• ,; 0 ••• V ••• : A . .J~y.f. ...... 61.£ o •••••••• (/. t? •.. 
• .11 ••••••••• 25 •••••••• L ••.• l.d.).?1. ...... d.~.t? ......... ~t£: .. 
• 012 ••••••••• " ••• " •••••• V ••• • 1.: ..i..:t6.~ ...... ~f.:t!. ............ Vet.!:: .• 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table No 0 XII 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gIllS. = /tHJ-t? Run No. ~ 
Solution wt., final, gms 0 iZP Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. 




Vapor, mol % methanol: ~ 
Liquid,mol % methanol:: .12 
Submergence,' in. 
Sample Ti..ta Positions* n25 Compo ,mol% 
Methanol 
Molality 
• .1 •••••.•..• 3 •••• 0 ••••• L ••••• • I:d-l.! 2 ........ . t?;.;i. ...•...•.•. a ;~. 
0.2 •••••••• 0 0 It ••••••••• V. 0 ••• • f..~~.Y.? .. 0 •• • 1.1.-.* ........... *h.t? . 
• • 3 •..•...... 6 .......•• L ••.•• • 1. ~.i.t!.;i: ........ /.-~ ....... ' .... tfI..7.. . 
· .4 ..•......• II ••••••••• V ••••• of.. ~..i.S;-/.o . 0 •••• /. ';;: •• f. ........... ?: ~ . 
• .5 .......... 10 ........ L ••••• • 1-.J..i.t!1. ...... '~'./..".""" .. (:--::! .• 
o .6 .......... n ••••••••• v ... 0 0 A s-l..3.('~-: . ..... . 1. J.: f. ... ., ..... ( f:: 1. . 
0070 •••• 0 •• 0.15 ••• ., 0 ••• Lo •• o. !:.J.3.I./. ..... ... . 3...t? .. 0 •••••••• • t-.t!'.. 
· .8 ...•. 0 •••• n ••••••• 0 • v ••.. It h ,.i'~~ t:f. 00 •• I) G ~~. ~ •• ., •••••••• /..?! e!. . 
• .9 •••••• 0 ••• 20 •••••••• L ••••• t1-. ../'d/.. 'I: ....... .,:?. e!'. .•.....•.••• ,;(~ Y.. 
0.10 ......... n •••• ., •••• Vo. 0 G' 0 I: 04.3. 7.7000.0 .. ~t."~t. 0 •••••••••• ~'f':~. 
o .11 •••..•.•• 25 •.•••••• L •.••• !: . ..:1;3. <.~ ......... t":..i ........... . e;2 .• l:. 
0.12 ••• 0 0 •••• " 000 "0 •••• 0 v 0 ••• h . ..;I..i.7.% ....... ~ot? .......... P!~.~. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L : Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table Noo D... 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = /4R() Run No.~ 
Solution n., final, gms. ?6..5- Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. 




Vapor, mol % methanol= ~ 
Liquid,mol % methano]; ..IE 
Submergence, in. 
Sample Time Positions* Compo ,mol% 
Methanol 
Molality 
• .1 ••••••.•.• 3 .......•. L •••• • I:.t!.if'.t:? ........ ~;r.: .......... t?~..:I .. 
0.2 0 •••••••• 0 n •• 0 •••••• V .0 •• • 1: d ~.:l.~ .... 0 •• 0 0 1.~ .......... ~!f: . 
0.3 •..••••• 0.6 •••••..•• L •••• • ~.,I~ I.if. .... 0. 0 ~,(,., •••••• 0 •••• 17: 7.. . 
· .4 .... 0 •••• 0 tl •••••••• 0 V •• 0 • • /rd..;J.~ . ..... 0 .~.,,? . ' ......... . f' ~ .. 
· .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L •••• /.. • ..;?.::/.t?/. . .....• ~-.!. ........... I: ~ .. 
0.6 •••••••••• n ••••••••• V ••• • /.·Jd tts::: .... . 1.;::1:. . .. o •••• !.~: x .. 
• .7 ....• 0 •••• 15 •••.•... L ••... ~ . ..j3/.t? ........ ~'. 1. ............ /.'. 7. .. 
• .8 •• 0 •• 0 •• 0. n ••••••• o.V. 0 0 •• 1: '/').7..? 0" •• 0 o~~ .. o 7.. ........ . I.~:~--:. 
· .9 .... 0 ••••• 20 •••••••• L •••• • /, J.;l. (.,i:, . .•. o ••• -:f. ~ ........... ~.":f .. 
•• 10 ••••••••• If •••••••• 0 V ••• ~ /.. • .:I.i.~:: . .... . ¥.K~. o •••••••• t£:-:>.-:: 
• .11 ••••.•••• 25 •••••••• L ••.• /.o.d.;'.!. ~ ...... o. i?ti ........... . .:<:7... 
• .12 ••••• 0 ••• If ••• "0 ••••• V ••• ./. .. Jd ?f'. ....... ~ l; ~ ......... ~,(-. 1: .. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid V = Condensed Vapor 
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Table No 0 XXI 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution no, initial, gms. =/1700 Run Noo ~ 
Solution n., final, gmso LI,3J- Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. 
Vapor condensate, gms./run 




Vapor, mol % methanol:: .£!. 






· .1 .... 0 ••••• 3 ....... 0 .L ..... /....1$. ~.,l. . 00 •••• • r.(-.~ ........ ~-:~ ~. 
0.2 ......... off •• 0 •••• 0 .V. 0 •• • 1..;(-1.1.1. ... 0 ••• o!:~:I. ......... ~?~.-: 
• • 3 •..••....• 6 ..•....•• L •••• • 1: J.~ 7. ~ ....... . ¥.f.. j(. ........ ~~=:-l? 
· .4 .........• tI ••••••••• V •••• • 1: ~ a(J.~ . ....... 7. f! Ii .......... ';«.4-:: 
· .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L ••••• /. •• .3.~.7.£ ...... r/.J.-::7. ......... ;4.. ~ 
o • 6 . . • • • . • • . . n • • • • • • • • • V • • • • /.. • .;i:,:i.1f! r.. . . . . . . . .l. tI: .. f . . . . . . . . . .t::t'.d. s: 
• .7 •........• 15 .••• 0 ••• L •..•• f.. J.-1.7.r. ......... 1:4-. K. ........ ~.:-? 
• .8 •••••••••• 11 ••••••••• V •••• • 1."a'."'I.~ ......... 1.~:Y.. ......... ~ 7.(. 
• .9 •.•••••••• 20 •••••••• L •••• • /...;I.J>.?2 ......... y.~£ ....... flf'::t? 
• .10 ••••••••• n •••••••• 0 V ••• : /. .. d.;1/. i'. ....... . 1.t..;r. ......... /. t:t!. . 
• .11 ••••••••• 25 •••••••• L •••• /.. • ..;'ill:'~ ........ . ¥.(7. ......... d X-.t?. 
• .12 ••••••••• It ••• " •••••• V •••• /: J~t.~ .......... 7. Z. I. ......... ! l.t(. . 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table No eXXU 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Run Noo :li Solution wt., initial, gms. = /t?1J1? 
Solution wt., final, gros. = ~ Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = ,1..5-0 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = /tJ 
Vapor condensate, gros./run - f¥' 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol:: L2 





· .1 •.•••....• 3 .......•• L •.•• • I: . .:I;/;./.'. ...... ~";{? ~ ......... ~ 1..((. 
0.2 •.•••.•••• n ••••••••• V •••• • /:d1.t! ~ .... 0 • • r.(.?. ......... !?~ ~. 
• .3 •......... 6 ........• L •••• /. .• .:1.3..1/? .. 0'.0 .Y.f..ff. ......... ~.::-t?. 
· .4 .........• tI ••••••••• V •••• -t-. ./..J.t? t. .. .... . 1%.f!': .......... d.CJ.t? •• 
• • 5 ...•••.... 10 •••••••• L •••. /... d..i Zi.. . .... -y'/.(..j . .......... ~·11 .. 
• .6 .......... n ••••••••• V ••• '/.' • .;:./.(t:!: 0 ••••• 7. j{~.. . ....... ('~':! .. . 
0.7 •.••••..•• 15 ••••••.. L. o •• /.~d.J.ZI: .. .... !I~J!. .. .. 0 ••••• f.'~::? . 
• • 8 •• 0 • 0 0 •• 0 • t1 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 • V •• 0 .1: oJ ~./. ~ . 0 " • • 0 7. {; Z. . . . . . . . . . . I. t: ::?: . 
• .9 •.•••••••• 20 •••••••• L ••• .I. ~ . .:/.3.1' /. •..•.•. *.t? 0 ••••••••• • .;?J.: ~ •• 
0.10 ••••••••• n •••• 0 ••• 0 V ••• ~I., . Jd~ Po. 0 •••• 7.~::j( ............ /. 7.~ .. 
0.11 •••...••• 25 •••••••• L ••• h.J..i?{{ ..... . ~/: 7. ... 0 •••••••• • d~??. 
• .12 •••• 0 •••• " ••• "0 ••• 0 • V ••• t1-. ...;!,.i /. t'!". .. 0 •• 7 tff...:l. ............ /.;:? e .. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L :: Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table No.XXIII 
static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Run Noo d Solution wt., initial, gms. = /01/0 
Solution no, final, gmso = I/"lt? Initial Concentrations: 
. 
Vapor rate, gm.s. /rlm = i'.5P' 
Vapor rate, cc liqo/mino = It} 
Vapor condensate, gmso/run = J!I~ 
Sample Ti.me Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol: .£2. 






· .1 ......... 03 ....... 0 .L .... . 1: .J-:/. ~~ .. 0 •••••• j.-;1.7;eP. •••••••• 7.~ ~t? . 
0.2 •........ 0 n ••••••••• V .0 ••• f. .. J'.:.? t?~ . .. 0 ••• 0 £~.~ ........ . e:?-?q .. 
• 0 3 • 0 •• 0 •• 0 •• 6 ..•....• oL ••••• !: . .:1:3. ~~ .•..•• 0 • • t.1~:1'. .. 0 ••••• ~ • ..t.t? . 
· .4. '.0 ••••• 0 tI •••••••• 0 V •• o •• !: . ..l.d.fl.t/'. .....•.. . ?t/:.J. .. ..... 0 .«t;.~-:' 
• • 5 ...•.•. 0 •• 10 •••••••• Lo •••• ~ d ~ ??? ....... . ¥.f..t: ........ ";-::1::({. 
0.6 .......... " ......... V ••• " 0 /.-0 J.-i//. 0 ••••• 0 ••• .!.~S-:o . 0 ••••• /.1.( . 
o .7 .........• 15 •.• 0 ••• oL •• 0 •• h . .i'.;i?/.. 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 o1!t(;/. 0 •• 0 ••• 0 .4:c:1: r:? 
• • 8 •••• 0 0 •••• n •• 0 •••• 0 • V •••• 0 /. .:1. ~ 1.4. 0 It ••• 0 • 0 .7.?. I. 0 •••••••• /. tf. f: . 
•• 9 •••••• o ••• 20 •••••••• L ••••• ({~~~~ •••••••• ~y:~ ......... ~~~ 
• .10 •••••.••• n •••••••• 0 V 0 ~ • ~ ./~ .l.i.~.:7. .... 0 •• 0 • 7.~: 7. ..... 0 0 •• I.;:: +. . 
• .11. •••••••• 25 ••••••• oL •••• /.. • .:l ,J.tf II . ........ ¥./.l. ......... :-T !!.t? 
• .12 ••••••••• n •• 0" •••••• V ••• 0 .J..d.i.~¥. .... 0 0 0 0 .?~·o J. 0 • 0 •••• 0 • (.~~ •• 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid V = Condensed Vapor 
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Table Noo~ 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution n., initial, gms. = 1t1t2t:J Run Noo ~ 
Solution wt., final, gIllS. = f~s- Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = ;l/6 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = L() 
Vapor condensate, gms ./run 02311 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol:: ~ 






• .1 •••••.•..• 3 .......•. L •••• •. 1: d.l.6.I'. ....... ~ tI ... t! ....... . /.a ... 7.. 
• .2 •••••••• 00" ••••••••• V. 0 .•• • 1.: .J~~ .. 0 ••• 0..5.7: J? ...... . 7.1.~ .. 
• .3 •......... 6 ........• L •• 0 •• • 1: d.1.~?. ....... -l. q : t? ........ .( -1.". f. .. 
· .4 .........• tI ••••••••• V •••••• !-.c.7...?J. .~ ....••• ~/: 1. ........ 7..1.t;J. •• 
• . 5. . . . . . . . . .10 •••••••• L •••••• /.-. i: -l. fff ..... 0 • e? t?: ~ ....... . I...f. t .. 
o .6 .......... n ••• 0 ••••• V •• 00 ., 0 ./.. 0 .x.;f. ~e:!': .... 0 • • c)~ •. • ? .. ., .... 7..:l .. t:!' ••• 
•• 7 .........• 15 •.•.•... L •..... to ..1..1.".1 .. " ... ~/!:"- .... 0" .I.~ ~ .. 
• .8 •••••••••• 11 ••••••••• V •••••• /.' • ./.../.J.-/. ....... V. ?: K. ........ 7. X7 ~ .. 
• .9 ..•••••••• 20 •••••••• L ••••• • 1: :f ./.?t! ....... r?!: .t/. ....... . t ~.-~ .? . 
0.10 .•••••••• n •••• 0 •••• Vo • 0' o· 00 I: J..;i...r.-~ .. 0 •• 0 ~~.7. ...... 0 • .7. .7.-. ~ •• 
• .11 ••••••••• 25 •••••••• L •••••• I: JJ.~ f. ...... ,;.//:1: ........ /.~6. .. 
12 n' V ~:J.J r-7. ~-l.' // 7..5-:-0 00 ••••••••• 000 ••••• 0 .oo •• /o°.c.J...;;I.<-I04 ••••••••• ox ................ . 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L :: Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
a, 
Table Noo m 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. =/(/(/0 Run Noo~ 
Solution wt., final, gms. = t:6.s- Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run =q(>j~ 
Vapor rate, cc liqo/mino = /tJ 
Vapor condensate, gm.s ./run = ,.,2/-2., 
Sample Tima Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol=~ 





· .1 .........• 3 .......•. L ..... /.. J.3.~J? . 0 ...... • ettl'd·.t! •••••••••• /...:/. Y.. 
• .20 ••••••••• It ••••••••• V •••• ./.. • ..7,.1.:5:7. .•.••••• J" 7,"'" ......... 7.~ a . 
•• 3 •.••.•..•• 6 ..•.•..•• L •••• :I. .. ../',.i,? ........ ri(J.·!: .......... ,(.'1f.~ .. 
· .4 ... 00 •••• 0" •••••••• 0 V .. 0 • • /..~..i...J:~ . ........ ~f:.I': .......... 7.f.:t:?. 
• • 5 .•...•.•.• io ........ L •••. /.. .:I..I.6~.. . ..... ~",3. .......... !~~ .. 
o .6 .......... n ••••••••• v ... 0 toJdF.~ . & ••••••• .;s:2f. ......... l?:?? . 
•• 7 •....•...• 15 •.••.•.. L •... ,(..~~~!. ........ . e;(l .. i ......... . /~ ~ .. 
• • 8. • • • • • • • • • 11 ••••••••• V ••• ./. J..:i: .J":tf. • • • • • • •. .£ t::..¥.. . . . . . . . . .7. ~ ; ~ . 
• .9 •••••••••• 20 •••••••• L •••• ;'.J!.l~ '-........ ~tl·/. ......... . 1. x.(,. . 
• .10 ••••••••• It ••••••••• V ••• ~ J..S,i ~ ........ X""%.4 .......... ~ /. .. t1 .. 
• .ll ••..•..•• 25 •••••••• L ••. • /".fd 7.t? ........ ~ t-. -Y.: ......... . ,(.S::,J,;. 
• .12 ••••••••• It •••.••••• 0 V ••• !: ,;:i(..;J.s:.f. •• 0 ••••• $: tI!'. ........ . 7.:1;?? • 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
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Table Noo DYI 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wto, initial, gms. = /tJtb:2 Run Noo rl7 
Solution wt .. , final, gms 0 = n() Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liqo/mino = It) 
Vapor condensate, gms ./run = e?/ ¢'" , 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol= ~ 





· .1 •.•••.... 03 ••••••• 0 .L ••.• 0 .1,3..:1~J.. 00 •••• ,;?qo~ •...•..••. • <.;i. .• ?. 
0.2 •••••.••• 0 It •• 0 •••••• V ••••• .1..3 d ~t:J • ••• 0 •• S"J,-'.7 . .... to 0 ••• • IJ f: .t:! •• 
• .3 •.... 0 •••• 6 ........ oL 0 •••• /.. • .J.i 6.R. .•.. 0 • rJ(J: (J, •• 0 ..... 0 • • I..;f,. t. .. 
· .4 ..•......• " ........• V •• 0 •• .t . ..i'.-i ~..:l ...... 0 ~~ ••••• 0 •••• • 4,tt·.~ . 
• 05 .......... io .. o. 0 ••• L •••.• /: .:!.;3,~;:. . .... ';'o.~t(o .... 0 •••••• /...:?: X .. 
",.6 •••••••••• n •••••••• 0 Vo •• 0 0 !: JJ...s--tP.e G •••• st..;?. . ....... . 7.:i::.t? • 
• 0 7 0 • • • • 0 •• 0 0 150 0 0 • 0 ••• L 0 0 • 0 • /.. ~ ~ ~ /.'. • • • • ."l q .. a . 0 •• 0 0 • • ••• • I...i. .• f .. 
• .8 •• 0 •• 0 •••• 110 • 0- 0 ••• 0 ",V •• 0 • /.. oJ J.s:--F.. 0 0 •• '" ~.-~ .1:' ... 0 ••••••• .7...1:: a .. 
· .9 .... 0 0 0 0 0020. 0 0 •• 0 •• L. 0 •• ! .£cJ.'1. ..... 0 0 .-(.{>;(J. ••••••• 0 ••• • /J; .9. .. 
• 010 •••••• 0 •• no. 0 •• 0 •• 0 V ••• :/. • .i .).~?! . 0 0 0 •• o...t.)-::;'. 0 ••••••••• 0 ~ f..tl. . 
• 011 •••••• ~ 0 025 ••• 0 • 0 0 oLe ••• 4 d'd f.oJi'. .•.•• 0 • r:?(J.. ~ ••• 0 •• 0 ••••• ~ 1. .. 
• 012 •••••••• 0 no ... ·0 •••• 0 V ••• ! .,;1..:l.,s:-I: .•.•••.• ~: I. ........... 7.,.;1," t:? • 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
I ! 
Table NoJt1!lI 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution n., initial, gms. = /,111tJ 
Solution wt., final, gms. 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
=~()"$­
= eft:) 7 
• 
Vapor rate, cc liq./mino = ;It? 
Vapor condensate, gms./run = ,1Jf1 
Sample Time Positions* 
Run looe2$. 
Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor, mol % methanol: @ 
Liquid,mol % methanol;:..i:IJ 




... 1 •..••.... 0,3 ••••••• 0 .L .... 0 /, dd/' /. .. 000 ••• • <.1..1/;<' ••••••••••• d .;;: ... 9. 
0.2 ••• 0 •••• 0 0 no. 0 •••••• V •••• • 1,..~~.,3.tf'. . •.... 0 o~~1{.¥. .... 0 •••• • 1.c:;...7. • 
o .:3 •.•••••.•• 6 •••••••• oL 0 ••• • /...J3. i'.1. 0 •••• 00 • oJ a.tJ ........... ~4.-.?. 
· .4 ..... 0 0 ••• II ••••• 0 ••• V ••• 0 /. J,J,.)/; . . 0 ••••• f{ ~"~ 0 • 0 •• 0 ••• • II...?! .. 
• 0 5 .•...•.•.. 10 ••••••• oLo ••• !: dv?F ~. . .... c/.t-.~ .......... . ';.(j~ Y.. 
• .60' •• 0 •• 0 • 0 II 0 •••• o ••• V. 0 •• /. dad Ro •. 0 0 0 •• t.~ /0 •••• 0 • o. 0 /.tl Y. .. 
•• 7 ..• ~ .•..• 015'.'.'.0 oLo. 0 ./".j'd I:-i .. 00000 d '?~f.. 0 0 •• 00000 .ri!7.?. 
• .8 •• 0000 •• 0. It Oo.4" •••• o.V •• o. Id3...JJ ... 00 0 ••• 'I.."?';' .. 0 ••••••• • /'?".t:?. 
• • 9 ••.• 0 0 • 0 0 0 20 • 0 0 •• 0 •• L 0 0 0 ./.-J.;I.¥..,.i'. ... G •• 0 .d.-? ; 1. ........... ~? 7.. 
• .10 ••••••••• no ••• 0 ••• 0 Vo 0 0 i . ..i'd8.tf. .000.0 0 .~6:/. 0 ••••••• 000 Itl.? .. 
• .11. 0 0 0 0 0 o .. 25 •.•• 0 ••• L. 0 • • l ~')'?''¥'o 0 0 o. 0 d...f::~ .0.0 •• 0 •• • d(J.· or.. 
.012 ••• 0 •••• 0" 000·0 ••• 0 oVo. 0 .1.·o;:f'.~i3. 7. ... 0 ••• ~ ~.~ •••••••• o •• /. f.!. .. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L : Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
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Table No..x:xvIII 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = 11J4/J 
• 
Run Noo ~ 
Solution wt., final, gms. = tll.5- Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = ~() Z 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = /12 
Vapor, mol % methanol=~ 
Liquid,mol % methanol.:: ~ 
Vapor condensate, gms./run = Q2/~ 





· .1 •.•••....• 3 ....... 0 .L •..• 0 /..$..:1£/. .. o •••• • J.4; (J. ••••••••• ,(.1: .f .. 
• .2 •••••••••• n ••••••••• V •••• j.d.3..:lJ{. ....... ~ lz.).'. ......... . 1 f.~ . . . 
• .3 •......... 6 ........• L •••• Ic 3d J' /.. ...... . ..i.~. a .......... Pl../.· .9. .. 
• 04 •••• 0 •••• 0 II ••••••• 0 0 v . 0 0 • ./.. o.:l~.:i ~ ... 0 ••• 0 6'· .I. .......... .1.1 ~ .• 
· .5 ........... 10 •••••••• L ••• • I:.J.' ;'4'.4.. . ... .i' /:~ ........... '(-:5.::~. 
0.6 ••••.••••• n •••••••• 0 v 0 •• 0 I: ~~3.7.. G ••••• • "t....r-:. . .. " .... . 11.< ... 
•• 70" ••••••• 15 •••••••. L •••• /..-/.../ £.I. ...... . ...J.tJ. .• ~ . •••••.•••• • ~I. .. f.. 
• .8 •• 0 0 •••••• 1f ••••••• o.V ••• • I."d.id~ ...... o.~ ~ •• I ............ /.~.1.. 
• .90 ••• 0 0 •• 0 020 • 0 0 • 0 ••• L 0 0 0 .1: .;I../.J? /. •..•••. sY.~ .. P. 0 ••••••••••• • t?.;i; 9.0 
•• 10 ••••••••• n ••• 0 ••••• V ••• :1...:i:.id7. ....... ~I..~ ........... /./../. .. 
0.11 •••...• 0.25 •.• 0.0. oL ••• 0 (v.'dJ.'~ .. ...... ..;((.~ ...... 0 •••• "?~.:J.--:' 
. // 0.12 •••• 0 0 •• 0" 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 v 0 • o/../ddl: .... 0 ••• ~"' .. 0 0 •••••••••••• /' ~ 1: .. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
Table Noo XXn: 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
.Solution wto, initial, gms. = /4M Run Hood£. 
Solution wt 0, final, gms 0 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
= /4d(l Initial Concentrations: 
• 
=e?/6 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = /12 
Vapor condensate, gms./run = 17/ 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol= ~ 





· .1 .... 0 ••••• 3 ....... 0 .L .... 0 I. ... $.,;i! ;::/. .. 0 •••• .c.3~.,d ...•...... rl'd .. 9'. 
• .2 •••• ' •••••• n ••••••••• V •••• • t. . ..fti.a. ....... .. I.1f{ ~ ......... /.a /. . 
• .3 .......... 6 ......... L ..... !. .:t";?/..~ ....... c/./.·?! ......... '~.:('.1. . 
· .4 .........• " ........• V ••••• !. -1.4 d t/. ......... ~ I{ . ./.. ......... -( 1{J.2. •• 
• .5 .......... 10 ........ L •••• • /...~..i;: /.. . ..... J. t!; (J. ......... • ';;::1:1. • 
o .6 .......... n •• 0 •••• II 0 V 0 •• 0 ./... ~../d ~ ~ ....... ~'"' f. ......... /./.~ .. 
• 070 •••• 0 •• 0 .150 ... 0 ••• L. o. 0 0 J.d'.3.;: t: ....... :<:1:1/. ~ •• 0 •••••• • q(!:1.? . 
· .8 ........•. " ....... o.V •••. . i:cr.:l#. .. 0 0'.0 • • 6.U .......... . /!!~ .. 
· .9 .... Q 0.0 •• 20.00 .•••• La. 0 •• (..~~ Po (J. •• 0 •••• • ei<l': ~ ......... . rc7.-?~7.. 
o 010 •••••••• 0 n •••••••• 0 V ••• : • ~.;1,:j,J. ~ 0 0 ••••• o6.{~ Z ....... 0 0 • / /.~ •• 
• .11 ....... 0025 •.••• 0 0 oLe .. 0 ./..r/d;:: f. ...... 0 d~·tl 0 •••• 0 •••• • c:?# .. 1. . 
0.12 ... 0 0 ••• 0" 000 ·0 ••• 0 0 V 0 • 0 • /.·ojdd~ .. 0 ..... ~.(.o I? ......... /.t.~ . 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
•• 
Table No. m 
Static Mass. Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution no, initial, ~. = ;tJdt> Run NOo..l2/ 
Solution wt 0, final, gms 0 = ys- Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = dlt, 
Vapor rate, cc liqo/mino = L'~ 
Vapor condensate, gms./run = ~" 
Sample Tima Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol: ~ 





· .1 •.. oJ •••••• 3 ....... 0 .L •.. 0 •• /....:l.?£ /. . 0 ••••• • at! .. 4 ......... F?:(-.1. . 
o .2. . 0' 0 • • ••• 0 n ••••••••• V • • • • • 1-~ ';(3.? 0 • • • .... o".'~. . . . . . . . . / /./. . . 
0.3 •.• 0 •••••• 6 •••••••• oLe ••• • I:~~J: /. " .... 0 •• • ~/J. .. t1 . ......•. . ~.:f..? . 
· .4 .........• " ........• V •••• ./.. • ..:f:3.';;: ~ ••••••••• ~ .'-.. f. ......... /. t. ~ . 
· .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L •••• /...J'dl:~ . ..... . ~t/ .. (J. •••••••••• ei'd:?. 
0.6.0 •••••••• n ••••••••• V ••• 0 .tJ.;1,,:lS:-: . ..... 0 • ~ 1.J'. .0. (I •••• • 11.s.-:: . 
•• 7 .........• 15 •.••.•.. L. 0.0 ./...4t3.J:1. 0 •••••• • eil.t .. ? ... 0 ••••• pj'';''.?': • 
• • 8 0 • 0 0 0 " •••• no ... 0 0 •• " 0 V •• 0 • /.. J. 3..3~ .. 0 " .... Q • {,.~: f. 0 0 ••••••• • 1.1. #. . 
· .9 .... 00." 0.20.00 ••• 0 .Lo. 0.1: ,.idtf.I. .. 0.0 .. • ~IJ. .. t? ... ...... ';~ .. ?. 
• 010 ••••••••• n •••••••• '0 V 0 • 0 ~ I:<:i!J~ "- . 0 0 0 0 0 •• k ~·o 'f. ... 0 ••• 0 0 0 .~ {#. . 
0.11 ••..•.• 0 .25 ••••• 0. oL ••• • t.4d£~ ....... 0 d.d.·.t? ... 0 0 •••• • .:l.1:?. 
• 012 •••• 0 •••• n .00 ·0 ••• 0 0 V 0 • 0 /..o~.i'J.{' .... 0 •••• ~? . .ft'. .......... /./. t?--.. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 





Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution n., initial, gms. = HI/) Run No. & 
Solution wt., final, gms. = IIdtP Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = P<.:i7 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = /0 
Vapor condensate, gms ./run = /d tJ 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol= ~ 






· .1 .......... 3 ....... 0 .L .. .. 1. ~ ~ ~9. .. 0 ••••• ~O-f. 7. .......... /.';".2.. 
..2 •.. 0 •••• 0." ••• 0 ••••• V ... . /...a.--?.?~ .... 0 •• • ~/J. .. ~ .......... . ~~~ . 
•• 3 •... " .... 6 .......•• L •••• /..-rf~..J. Y.: ...... . t7.-t?. .......... . 1.(7.. . 
•• 4 ..•.•.•..• " •...•.••• V ••• /. •• d~~!'. ........ f.4:~ .......... iGf!£ 
• .5 .......... lO •••••••• L •••• I • .i .3.4.~. . .... . ~z. /. ........... . 11.7.'. • 
• .6 .......... " .....•..• V ••• ./...d-l.?Y.: ....... 2/,4'.. . ........ ...:r,~ . 
•• 7 .........• 15 •.••.... L ••. . f.d4J.J(. ....... . t.;: 1:. .......... /. {7.. . 
• .8 •••••••••• It ••••••••• V ••• • /..J.,J./.'.f ........ £ ~ ~ ........... "/.1: ~ . 
· .9 ..••.••.•• 20 •••••••• L •••. /... </.~ ~~ ........ ~,,{ .. .1. ........... ? ¥.: . 
• 010 ........ 0 n •••••••• 0 V 0 • 0 o· ~~t? 7.~. 0 0 0 .00 • 0 ?do~ ...... 000 .Y:( £ .. 
• .11 •••.••••• 25 •••••••• L •••• ~. d ..fl...f;:l •••••••• ~.£.. .......... ~  . 
• .12 ••••••••• " ••• ~ ••••• V ••• Is :-f.-?~ 7.. ....... J: 1': .~ ......... ;(1: Y.:. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 




Table No oXXXII 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = Id(}?? Run Noo.o 
Solution wt., final, gms. = Jdl't2 Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = e?d7 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = ;14 
Vapor condensate, gens ./run = 1/2.. r 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methano1=~ 





· .1 •.•••..•.• :3 • • ••••• 0 • L •.. 0 .1 J ,:i....J.i. . . 0 0 • • •• 6, t!.. "' .•... 0 •••• • 1.':<' t? • 
o .2 •••••••• 0 0 n •••••• 0 •• V • 0 •• /. d ~?¥. . 0 •• 0 ••• 9./' .t! . ... 0 •••••• v. ~~ . 
• . 3 . . . . . . . . . .6. . . . . . ..• L •••• h ~ 3. .?.J!: ..... 0 •• ??.tl. . . . . . . .... 1.Y.':7I. . 
· .4 .........• " ........• V •••• h .c.i...(7.y. ....... . 91.4 . .......... . ..1:~t4--.. 
• .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L •••• /. .JJ.-?-.j.. . .... ~f..y. ............ (:?.9. .. 
• • 6 ......•... n ••••••••• V •••• /;...1-:< ?:? ....... ?j,'.~. . ........ ¥.J.':tt .. 
•• 7 .........• 15 •..••... L ••.• /. J.:?3Y. ...... ~;::~ ........... /.(.7... 
• .8 •• o ••••••• " ••• o ••••• V ••• • /...J:--?I'.?. 0 •••• oj 2. Y... 0 •••••••• ~A~ 
· .9 ..••.••••• 20. 0 •• 0 ••• L ••• . 1. . .:l..iy.~ .. .... .b"<~2'. ............ 9.~. 
0010 ••••••••• n •••••••• 0 V •• 0 ~/.. dJ.1' ~ ... 0 0 • J.J'../. 0 •••••• 0 ••• ~ y.~-:: 
0.11 ••••.•• 0 .25 ••••• 0. oL ••• o'.d3X~ ..... o. o~.t2·.t1 ...... 0 •••••• & .. 
• .12 ••••••••• n ••• " •••• 0 • V ••• /, .;l.(l.?Z . ....... d {f{.. ~ •.•.••••• • ..:1?.r:-:. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
" 
Table No.;xxxIII 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt.o, initial, gras. = 14M Run Noo~-
Solution wt., final, gms. = /1J.i() Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = «a 7 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = /0 
Vapor condensate, gmB./run = I'~ 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor ,mol % m.ethanol=oZQ 





• .1 ••••••.•. 03 ••••••• 0 .L •••• 0 ./...~,i!¥.~ ....... 7.il."? ......... /.'f'(j: . 
• .2. ' ••••.••• 0 n ••••••••• V ••.• • I.J. -?-oJ'/. ....•.•. 2~; P. ...••..... A .¢.'~ . 
• .3 .......... 6 ..•.....• L •••• ./..Jd';'tF. ........ 7. t1: f/. .......... ~~4. . 
· .4 .......... " ......... V •••• !J:~Z /. ........ . f~~t? .......... ~ ~t1.. 
· .5 .......... 10 •••••••• L •••• /..-:!d~.J-:: ..... . .1/:~ ........... 1. i'~. 
• .6 .......... n ••••••••• V •••• /, :-1"( 7/.. ....... £'? J:: ......... 7! 7. t:. 
•• 7 •...•...•• 15 ••••••.. L ••. • 1 .. ./.;,3.£ ... " ... ~.z...io .. 0 •••••• • //.Y-::. 
• .8 •••••••••• " 0 •••••• 0 • V •••• !:.J: !-.? tI.". . 0 0 •• 0 0 ."-~ £ 0 •••••••• • "i.!tf. 
• • 9 •••• 0 •••• 0 20 •• 0 ••• 0 .L ••• • 1. .3...:lY.l: •..•••.• ~ 1'(' r. .......... . I.t?.;:l. • 
• .10 ••••••••• n ••••••••• V ••• :1J.;f 7.f'. . 0 •••••• /'1:~ ........ 0 •• -Y...f:e:f'. • 
• 011 •••••.• 0 .25 ••••• o •• L •• • 1. d3. ~R. ........ ~,(..[>. ••••••..••. :?(J. .. 
• .12 •••• 0 ••• on ••• " ••• o •• V •. 0 /..d~'?'t? ....... JJ..l .......... . ¥.~~. 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 







Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
. Solution wt. , initial, gms. = l12(}d Run No. ~ 
Solution wt., final, gms. = 14dd Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor rate, gms./run = 0<(77 
Vapor rate, cc liq./min. = /tJ 
Vapor condensate, gms./run = I~...r 
Sample Time Positions* 
Vapor, mol % methanol= H 





· .1 •••••....• 3 ••••••••• L •..•• .J.Jd6/.. .0 •••• • «1'. .. 11 .. ........ /,j; R .. 
• .2 •••••••• 0 0 If •••••• 0 •• V ••••• /.. J.,j''?'£ .... 0 ••• 7.~.::i .... 0 ••••• • 1..;1./. . •• 
• .3 •......... 6 ........• L •••• • 1\ d..3.?{!. .....•. ~;;.~ .......•. /. f'( Y.. . 
· .4 .........• " ........• V ••••• h "j"';~~ .. .... . ~f. . .......... . ?>i. o • 
•• 5 ....••.... 10 •••••••• L •••• • /.. • ..ld .7.tJ.. . .... i?1.t: ........... IX-¥.'. . 
o.6 .•.••.••.. n ••••••••• Vo •• 0 /;.,Jd$. G ••••• o~.z.~ .. 0. eo ..•.• 7.';' .. 
· .7 .......... 15 •••••••. L •••• • t . .i't3.I'/. . ...... .;:;?tt<.(? • ••••••••• /'~7. .. 
.• 8 ...•••.•.. 11 ••••••••• v ... . 1 d.J'S.7. .. 0 o ... oy.1.¥" .......... . 7..r.-:. 
· .9 .... 00000.20.00 ••••• Lo. o./' ~3.7~ ... 0.0. ~.< .. 7. .......... . t£I. .. 
• .10 .•••••••• n ••••••• 0 • V. 0 • ~ /. J.J..s-1. .....•. ~.d.f( . .......... o/.S:-:: 
•• ll •••••.••• 25 •••••••• L •.. • /..1...l.7..l.. ....... ';~·7.. .. o ••••••• /...r; /. .. 
0012 •••• 00.0." 000·0 •••• oVo. 1) /. .£...;--~ .. 0 0 •• • <.J.-'; f. ............ Z~ .. . 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 






Table No 0 XXXV 
Static Mass Transfer Experiments 
with Methanol-Water System 
Solution wt., initial, gms. = /tJ(Jt2 
Solution wt., final, gms. = 14/...1' 
Vapor rate, gms./run 
Vapor rate, cc liq./mino 
Vapor condensate, gms./run 




Sample Time Positions* 
Run Noo d.Z 
Initial Concentrations: 
Vapor, mol % methanol= 2P 
Liquid,mol % methanol: ~ 




• .1 ••••••.•.• 3 •.•....•• L ••••• /....:i..i. 6£ ....... ~ f'7.?.({ .•...... . I...:J..~ .. 
• .2 •.••...•• 0 n •••••• 0 •• V ••.. ./....1 d S:-<::J. •••• 0 ••• ;'4: 1. ........... J. 7. .. 
• '.3 •..•....•. 6 .••....•• L •••• ./...~J.tr? . ....... ~,!;/. .......•. . IK/' .. 
· .4 ..•......• tI ••••••••• V ••• • 1: J~ s.-1. ....... . ~I'. .. ¥'. .......... . /:"r:: . 
• • 5 .•..•..... 10 •••••••• L •••• !: d d .7.~. . ..... ~~~t! . ......... . 17!.,? . 
o .6 ........ 0 • n ••••••••• V 0 ••• «d4.~2. 0 •••••• ~ Z.t/. .......... 7.£ . 
•• 7 •...•••.•• 15 ••••••.. L ••.• !: sf.;3.7 /. ........ ~-il. .. t? .......... /./ /.. • 
• .8 •. 0 •• 0 •• 0. n •••• o •• o.V. 0 It. /.·d3.~2 00 11 •• 0 0 ~~.?. 0 ••••••••• J.~ .. 
· .9 .... 00 •• 0 020.00 •••• oL •• 0 ./,3d.lk ... 0.0 •• .,,('~.l. .......... I.$;/. . 
• .10 ••••••••• n ••••••••• V ••• L. . ..i.J%.~ .. ..... J';?.;t ..... " ..... . 1:4 .. 
• .11. •••••••• 25 •••••••• L ••• /; d.J:.Z k ........ do'?; 7. .......... /.c.[;I. .. 
• .12 ••••••••• n ••• ' •••••• V •• /. .• ..5' d")"2. ........ J:9..9. ........... . J..:; .. . 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L = Pot Liquid v = Condensed Vapor 
100 
J 
.Mass Tr~sfer Experiments 
b.1 Continuous Procedure 
System: 
Entering Vapor composition, mol % 
Entering Liquid compositj.on, mol % 






If) Flow rate of vapor as cc of liquid/min. 
...1.. Slot opening, in. = _.i2 __ _ Submergence, in. 
Sample Posi1;.ion* 
· .1 ........... 3 ............. L ....... . 
•• 2 •.••.••.••. '1 ••••••••••••• V •...••• 
n25 
.1.,.~.~'1.f. 
If :5. "I. t?1. . 
Mol % CtQtJH 
".3 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... . 
. 6 . . . . . . . . . . . • • L •.••..• . 1 ': .~ ~t1f!f. .•..........•. (/:~ .....•..•.• 
· .4 .. " .......... • • • • • • • • • • 0 V 0 • e , ••• "l : ~~ ~f ............... :': I .......... . 
· .5 ........... 10. . . ' ••• L ••.•• .l·.~ ?:"!1.t:f •............... 4:~ .......... . 
•. 6 ..... o0 •••• n ••••••• eo.Ve ••• . '~"~ ~.~!I. o •••••••••••••• t!.'.~ ......... . 
.. 7 ••.•..•..•• 15 ...•..... o.oL •.. . .1. "', ~ ~ 11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4 ~ ~. . . . . ..... . 
· .8. . . . . . . . .. n 00 V •••••••• /. I. ~'-41 ..... " ........ . t? .. ~ . .........• 
G G 9. . . ........ 0 20 0 ••• 0 ....... oL •• ••••••••• • tJ.-. ~o •••••••••• 
• 10 ...•..... tI ••••••••• V •••••••• ~·o ~.':!tPl: .. il.'! ............... 
.11 ••••••.•••• 25 •••••.•..••• L •.••••• • ~ •• ~.":l: :'1.1' .•••••••••.••. a,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 12 ••• 0 ••••••• It ............. oVo ••••••• (: o~1.t:'!1 .............. o'?'.~ ••••••••••• 
* Position indicates point of sample removal: 
L Pot Liquid v Condensed Vapor 
\ , 
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